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The main intention is to take part of a spacious venue that contributes to a sensory experience
through the dialogue between the large format portraits of Nature and small video points of
interest, distributed in an mathematical diagram.
The search of a new language with a dynamic and life experiences range generated by the
intuitive move of the spectator in the way he witnesses the production.
The perceptive immersion in double reading where the implicit story and the sound of the
images in the videos, along with the time of revisiting from one photograph to the next video
connect with your interior within a sensory volume.
Each image is a portrait of nature. I am currently researching them in Science and Humanity
through Art. Using the Ice witnesses, the origin of age. I am projecting my travel log through
videos, since it is a language that invokes questions and dialogues between the audience and
the creation of nature.
Breathe-Respirar is a trilogy whose intention is to reflect on the importance of time, the body as
transport of the conscience and climate change as a latent factor. It took six years of expeditions
plus two additional years to discover a dialogue between each image as a part of a constant
cycle.
My goal is to generate a collective conscience regarding changes in nature, showing the beauty
that no one knows for how long it will last. To work in order to reach our most profound essence
and expose us to our sensibility hoping that it will flourish. There is a very thin line between life
and death; time is the mystery of what will occur next.
We practice the observation and the memory of the unpredictable becomes in a way part of
ourselves. We often look without genuinely observing, we neglect to see the world around us
and as a consequence we stop seeing what truly exists within ourselves.
It is my desire to invite the spectator to that place with which he is not familiarized, to guide him
from one image to the next in order to finally achieve a complementary vision, which allows for
an encounter with this perception, originating from our ancestral memory.
I am deeply touched with the reaction of each person, with the reviews regarding the staging
of the exhibition and above all with the depth of each conversation. Deeply grateful and with a
need to keep sharing this view throughout the different continents.

Denise Lira-Ratinoff

FROM CLARITY

Lira walks and, returning to Le Breton, “searches in the path what is
missing, but what is missing is what constitutes her fervor. In each second
she hopes to find what nourishes her search, what you find at the end of
the road, a revelation that is not far from there, within a few hours of her
march, further than the hills of the forest”. And what is missing, what feeds
her search, she finds it upon her return, in her photographs. She searches,

Landscape is a unique sight. It emerges from a clipping that is limitless and

but what she really wants is to go back.

allows us to visualize what hides behind the territory. George Simmel, the

Susan Sontag defines photography as “an interpretation of the world, both

German philosopher and sociologist said more than one century ago that

paintings and drawings” and in Lira’s case they constitute a visual logbook

what enables a landscape to be erected is the image that it follows. In his

of her trip. Photographs that straighten chaos, with textures, color and

book The individual and freedom, he reiterates that the artist is the only

luminosity. Behind that visualization, loaded with clarity, there is a contact

one that completes this act, which shape the sight and the feelings with

between the body and its senses with the landscape, Lira’s landscape is an

such purity and strength that it absorbs totally from within the naturally

intelectual development, its coenaesthesia, it remembers the fragility of

given subject and creates it anew as coming from within; while us, the rest,

existence and it is therefore emotional, a return to what is fundamental.

remain more tied to this subject and, in a certain way, we still are used

The artist stops the body movement (to photograph) and from nature (live

to perceiving this or that isolated element where the artist only sees or

landscape) to show us from afar lonely uninhabited landscapes, but alive

creates “landscape”. Lira in Breathe-Respirar unfolds like the artist that

where we have the intuition that something is going to happen: the ice

Simmel alludes to.

will allow for a drop of water to fall lightly, wind will blow over sand in the

Her photographs reveal her gaze, her horizon. They make wild and

desert. Inhospitable and hostile.

unreachable nature speak thanks to a clear, precise, luminous and orderly

In my trajectory I have experienced how walking constitutes an athletic

proposal. To achieve this clarity is not easy. It requires clearness and

practice that registers in the body and is able to make it feel alive, complete.

sincerity in order for the objects to appear naked, without feign, without

In Breathe-Respirar I perceive Lira’s tiredness, her body exposed to the desert

masks. Lira achieves this longed for clarity and she carries out in the utilized

heat, the harsh cold of the ancient glaciers, the fear of running the risk at the

method, in her exploratory voyage and in her language.

volcano crater. I observe her humanity, I imagine the necessary pauses to

In Breathe-Respirar she perceived distant landscapes that appear thanks
to a body, a body that surrenders to extreme conditions in search of purity
and reality. It is Lira’s body that drives her to find her gaze, her cutback, a
landscape built based on the sensations she seizes while she watches a
wild territory reached after a walk that is an aesthetic practice in itself and

recover amidst the task, I hear her breathe, once again, inhale and exhale,
in order to be able to deliver the clear images that shape her plan. I feel
how she recovers her breathe, in order to be able to take that photograph.
I grasp it building Breathe-Respirar, through her breathing, inspiration and
expiration. Air that goes in and out of the body. Seeing and photographing.

an anthropological activity, such as the French sociologist David Le Breton

The landscape as seen, what is inhaled and exhaled with clarity through

declares in Eloge de la March “since it mobilizes permanently the human

photography.

tendency for understanding, for finding its place in the center of the world,
for questioning oneself regarding what is the foundation of her bond with
others”.
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I WAS A WITNESS...

I was a witness to the development of the last part of this trilogy the desert,
and I have no doubt that this was the hardest, the most dramatic, the one
that for certain had the greatest challenges.
All of it is reflected in the result where we see abstractions of a landscape
which is in itself abstract, but where each piece has the intimacy that
somehow welcomes us.
I have been impressed by the work plan created by Denise where in
addition to the focus of each detail, one can observe a defined and delicate
process for each of these stages that go from shooting the photograph
itself until it is in front of us today.
These meticulous processes and the ability that Denise has to work,
sprinkling her activity with humor, laughter and quick jokes, have not only
reminded me of her Father, Exequiel, but have also explained the quality,
the quantity and the ease and fluency of the work that she has presented
in this exhibition.

PEDRO IBAÑEZ

						

NECESSITY
SPEED

OBSERVING THE OCEAN

DANGER
EMPTY

Warm October, driving for 28 hours from one state to the other to
get to the desired destination, on the way to the Caribbean.

BODY

Already aboard. In the middle of the ocean, within its immensity
and with my body moving to the rhythm of the ocean, I feel
dedicated to the music of the waters and its mysteries throughout
the hours.

LIQUID
SOLID
CLOUDS
ICE
EARTH
OX YGEN
VA P O R
HUMIDITY
LIFE
OASIS

Observing is a way of listening, and listening is an act of
humility: what is the ocean telling us? I start a series of neverending questions to myself: how do I show from my own
perspective these stormy, passive, colorful, euphoric, deep, noisy,
healing waters...? I was never able to find a rational answer. It has
to be in the images that reflect the observation and listening. This
encounter of the senses with the unpredictable.
Without water there is no life, this is where my work starts. This is
a reality that does not need to be translated, my work becoming
a universal language. The importance of time, and how time
modifies what I see and show. What is essential, what I search
for, exists between the simplicity of the image and the mystery of
reality, which I introduce without a defined identity.
Water taught me, here as in other oceans, that it does not contain
itself, that it has no limits and it is the reason why my photography
captures infinite oceans.
Textures, shapes and colors. Space, movement, rhythm and
balance. These are some of the elements that I have found in
nature, combined in this state of contemplation, with a clear
conscience of being a witness of each moment of its capture. I
feel that this takes me to a new form of creative freedom.

FORMS
D. L-R. Fort Lauderdale, 2010

ORIGIN

						

B R E A T H E

The photography by Denise Lira-Ratinoff presents us this narrow country,

surface, allowing gases and mass to cycle. Their shape, stature, colours and

at the convergence of the oceanic Nazca plate with the continental South

smells are a gift for our special landscape, and a reminder of our brief pass

American plate, flanked by cold ocean currents, high mountains and active

on this planet that has been alive for millions of years.

volcanoes, with its fabulously contrasting climates from the driest desert
to the hyper humid rainforest of Patagonia and also home of the remnant

The combination of cold ocean currents along the Pacific coast of Chile

of old ice.

and high Andes mountains that inhibit the entrance of moisture from
the Amazon, lead to the driest desert in the World: the Atacama desert.

As a climatologist interested in understanding the evolution of earth

In contrast, in the cold south Patagonia harbours the North and South

climate, this landscape is a natural laboratory with innumerable records

Patagonian ice fields, a remnant of the Patagonian Ice sheet, that existed

and clues, and is beautifully captured in these photographs.

up to 17,000 years ago, at the end of the last ice age.

These images are both an essential and emotional experience. Here we see

In a century where the footprint of humans can be found everywhere

the physical spheres of our planet: criosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere.

we look, and the human power to transform nature has increased to an

These are all shaped by and influenced by life through various cycles that

unprecedented strength, the beauty of these images produces a profound

in turn sustain the planet.

emotion in me, thank you Denise.

This exhibition by Denise has the name of breathe, how inspiring
and profound. Because all biological processes need cycles, these
processes are paired: Breathing is the paired reaction to photosynthesis.
Photosynthesis uses water and carbon dioxide to produce oxygen and
“sugars” (organic material), and when we breathe we use this “sugar” and
oxygen and transform this back to water and carbon dioxide. But it is the

MAISA ROJAS CORRADI

C L I M A T O L O G I S T

dynamic nature of our planet, with its moving plates, colliding continents,
subsidence of ocean plates, growth of mountains and volcanoes that
ultimately allows this cycle to close, and hence life to exists. As one of the
principles of climate sciences states: Life on earth depends on, is shaped
by and affects climate.
Mountains, volcanoes, glaciers, deserts and oceans are all in constant
moving and transformation. Volcanoes connect the deep earth with the

						

GREATEST QUALITY FOR GREATEST VISIONS

The world is full of magic things patiently waiting for our senses to grow sharper.
W. B. Yeats.

Words translate as precisely as can be articulated a subject matter or sense,
however they fall short in delivery where an image can prevail.

At Grieger in Düsseldorf, we pride ourselves in associating with leading
fine art photographers from all over the world and work actively with the
artist to develop solutions that best depicts their work. We are very proud
to have worked with Denise on this series, which was completed over a
period of several weeks. Picture by picture, inch by inch, the large format

Denise captures unseen aspects and difficult terrains of our planet in her

reproductions of up to 270 x 180 cm were digitally crafted by Denise

photographs. The breathtaking geography of Chile, for example, with its

and our Art Service team, before being finally being produced by our

sheer beauty and scale, has so vividly and evocatively been captured in

production team.

this series.

The effect of depth is supported by Denise’s choice of material – a

The passing of long intervals of time is evident throughout Denise’s practice,

combination of 6mm acrylic glass, high gloss, rich contrast Fuji Flex paper,

bringing us silently into the immediate moment, pausing to recognize and

DIASEC® mounted on AluDibond, and presented without a frame to

be humbled by the planet’s greatness, whilst ruminating over our own

achieve a borderless impression of the image.

fragility and insignificance. She succeeds in creating these magnificent
works using her camera, courage and endurance, traversing landscapes
otherwise inaccessible without extreme training, determination and focus;

Grieger is the exclusive licensee of DIASEC® in Germany and produces
flawless bonding of images using expert printing and mounting techniques.

her discipline, endless energy and vision allowing for the perfect marriage
of the marvels of nature and photographic art.
HANNAH PIERCE

THE TEAM - GRIEGER DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY

						

V O L C A N I C G A S E S

The gases released by a volcano are called fumaroles and/or solfataras. Solfataras are
fumaroles rich in sulfur gases.
Understanding gases dissolved in magmas is critical in understanding why volcanoes
erupt as they provide the driving force that causes most volcanic eruptions. Volcanic
gases are volatiles dissolved in the magma that when it rises and the pressure diminishes, are released from the liquid portion of the magma (melt). Gases continue traveling
upwards and are eventually released into the atmosphere. H2O, CO2 and SO2 are the
most common volcanic gases. Other less abundant volcanic gases are CO, H2S, CH4, HCl,
HF, etc.
Volcanic gases show a variety of compositions, the following being the most abundant:
•

Water vapor (H2O), the most abundant, white in color and harmells, similar to the
steam released by a boiling kettle

•

Carbon Dioxide (CO2). Colorless and vital for life on Earth, although potentially lethal
in high concentrations.

•

Sulphur Dioxide (SO2). Colorless gas, lightly yellow, by-product of the Sulphur combustion, with a characteristic asphyxiating smell. When mixed with water it dissolves
and turns into highly corrosive sulphuric acid, which forms acid rain.

Other less abundant gases are:
•

Hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a gas heavier than air, inflammable, colorless, toxic, with a
strong offensive odor. It smells like decaying organicv matter or rotten eggs. odoriferous: its smell is that of organic material in the process of rotting, such as rotten eggs
(H2S).

•

CO: carbon monoxide, highly toxic, colorless gas and can be lethal when breathed in
high concentrations.

•

Cl, H, Ar, F compounds.

The gases emitted by volcanoes throughout the history of Earth have created our
atmosphere and oceans, without which life, as we know it, would not exist.
Dr. Moyra Gardeweg P.
Geologist / Volcanologist PhD

VOLCANOES, A SHARED PASSION

related to subduction zones are along the Pacific rim which led
to name it “Ring of Fire”. Eruptions along subduction zones are
commonly highly explosive and thus form spectacular eruption
columns that rise kilometers above the volcano and even form an

Volcanoes are the most direct proof of how alive and active our

limits are characterized by earthquakes and often by volcanic

Earth is. When at rest they are beautiful landmarks to which much

activity. In addition, the way they interact along their contact

good is associated. When erupting they are dramatic, astonishing,

determines a large number of geological and geomorphological

they put on a wonderful show, which is also terrifying and

characteristics, which in turn influence the landscape, occurrence

dangerous. The history of both Earth and men is linked closely

of mineral resources and even the climate. The plates interact in

to volcanic activity. The best soils for agriculture result from the

three ways: they can diverge, that is separate from one another

degradation of volcanic ash. Volcanic rocks provide good quality

(divergent margin), convey and clash (convergent plate margin)

and also beautiful looking building rocks; some old churches

climate changes. Recent cases are the eruptions of Chaitén

or slip laterally. Volcanism is concentrated in the divergent and

change. Volcanoes grow and become old. Some are short, others

in Perú and in northern Chile are a good example. Geothermal

(2008-2010) and Cordón Caulle volcanoes (2011) in southern

convergent plate boundaries and consequently volcanoes are

fat, some are very big and some are disheveled or broken. Their

energy, a clean and not invasive form of energy, is mostly related

Chile, both extremely explosive and with severe impact in air

form, size and the products of their eruptions always tell a story,

not distributed randomly in the Earth’s surface. Divergent or

to active volcanoes. Eruptions provide new material to the Earth

navigation and agriculture. On the other hand, subduction

maybe a very short life, a simple uncomplicated life or a very

constructive plate margins are mostly hidden under the oceans,

volcanism produces the undoubtedly most beautiful volcanoes

surface and the gases of our atmosphere.

complex one with big changes of character or eruptive style.

forming a 70.000 km-long nearly continuous ridge system known

of the world, such as Parinacota, Licancabur and Osorno in Chile,

They can be beautiful or they cannot even look like a volcano,

as mid ocean ridges. The mid-ocean ridges are thousands of

Fuji in Japán or Mount Shasta in the US.

but they all start like a hole in the ground, as Cerro Negro de Lejía

But what is a volcano?

kilometers long submarine volcanic chains located in the middle

When thinking of volcanoes we usually picture a symmetrical,

of the Atlantic Ocean, in the eastern Pacific Ocean and south

conical-shaped hill like Osorno Volcano in southern Chile or

of Australia and New Zealand. These ridges host the largest,

Mount Fuji in Japan.

although unknown, number of active submarine volcanoes,

Yes… these are volcanoes but not all volcanoes have this shape
and certainly not even Osorno or Fuji started their “volcanic life”
with such stunning looks. A volcano, by definition is “a hole in
the ground”. When magma ascends from deep within the earth,
a hole or crater is formed at the point where it reaches the surface
for the first time.

which seldom reach the surface, with Iceland being the notable
exception. The constant eruption of these very active submarine
volcanoes is permanently adding new oceanic crust of basaltic

drift the eruption column to form a lateral plume than can travel
thousands of miles affecting vast areas and even triggering

As the Altiplano of northern Chile, once called a “volcanic
wonderland” by one of the world’s leading authorities in
volcanology, Bob Smith, is one of my very favorite places, a
passion I share with Denise, the author of the amazing pictures
of this book, I will use some of the many volcanoes there as
examples.

Figure 1. Cerro Overo de Lejía. A 600 m in diameter and 150 m deep crater formed
south of the Lejía Lake, on the top of a ridge of pink volcanic rocks. Surrounded
by a thin layer of basaltic pyroclastic bombs. This volcano, of the maar type, is
comparable to the “whole in the ground” with which every volcano starts is constructive journey.

in northern Chile (Figure 1). Cerro Negro is a 600 m in diameter
and 150 m deep crater formed south of the Lejía Lake, on the top
of a ridge of pink volcanic rocks called ignimbrites. The crater is
surrounded by an irregular halo of loose black dense lava blocks
(pyroclastic bombs), ejected violently during a single highly
explosive eruption, sometime during the Holocene (last 11.000
years), when the crater was formed. When driving through the

plates outwards. This constant production of new crust is

alive, have personality and character that, as with people, can

it is a volcano, a special type called maar. Much more volcano

compensated by its destruction in the convergent or destructive
plate margins. In most convergent plate margins an oceanic and
descent of an oceanic plate into the Earth’s mantle, process known

form and height of which will depend on multiple parameters.

as subduction. Most of the currently active subaerial volcanoes

The dominant parameters that determine the form and size of

are formed above these subduction zones. They are responsible

a volcano are the physical properties and composition of the

for more than 80% of the eruptions recorded in history, including

magmas, including volatile content. In addition, their planetary

the most violent and dangerous ones such as the 1815 eruption

volcanoes.

and ash), volcanic gases and water vapor. Prevailing winds will

Altiplano, it is not visible until reaching its edge, but however

by, successive eruptions “build-up” a volcanic edifice, the size,

it governs the processes and composition on the root zones of

ejected violently into the atmosphere (pyroclasts; bombs, lapilli

Volcanoes are in some ways very similar to people. They are

a continental plate or two oceanic plates clash, resulting in the

relevant in defining how a volcano works and its morphology as

a mixture of volcanic coarse to fine-grained volcanic fragments

composition, drifting the ridge apart and pushing the divergent

As days, decades, and up to thousands of hundreds of years go

context, or as geoscientists like to call it, the tectonic setting, is

umbrella or mushroom cloud. The eruption column is formed by

of Tambora Volcano, the largest in modern history, which lowered
the global temperature in 3°C and the 1883 eruption of Krakatoa,
also in Indonesia, whose explosion was heard 4500 kilometers
away. In Chile, two of largest historic eruptions took place during
the XXth century in the Quizapu Volcano (1932), in Central Chile

A series of tectonic plates that resemble a jigsaw puzzle, with

and the Hudson Volcano (1991). In both cases large areas east

different-size irregular pieces or plates form the Earth’s surface.

of the volcanoes, and mostly in Argentina, were extensively

These plates are constantly moving against one another and their

covered by ash and pumice. A large number of the volcanoes

Figure 2. Licancabur Volcano, a striking symmetrical cone-shaped composite volcano, which outstands east of San Pedro de Atacama. With 6-8 km in diameter is, at least
10 time larger than Cerro Overo. It rises 1700 m over its base with steep slopes and a summit crater with a shallow fresh water lake. It has long been considered sacred
(revered?) by the original people of San Pedro de Atacama and the Incas, as shown by ruins of stone walls and altars built in the 5916 m summit, used for ritual ceremonies.
The name Licancabur in kunza, language of the Atacameños, means mountain of the people of the highlands.

12:02:18 desert 101
from the series Desert
© Denise Lira-Ratinoff
Lascar (volcano)
Altitude - Elevation 5592 m
Geographic position :
Lat: -23° 22' 2.7" (WGS 84)
Lon: -67° 43' 38.3"

looking is Licancabur, a stunning symmetrical cone-shaped

activity, more visible in the early morning. During its evolution

volcano outstanding on the top of the Altiplano east of San

and build-up, Lascar has had many changes, besides shifting

Pedro de Atacama and visible from afar (Figure 2). Licancabur

vents. Its eruptive style varied from effusive and little explosive

has a circular basal plan, 6-8 km in diameter, which rises 1700 m

in early stages when it produced beautiful, up to 16 km long

over its base with steep slopes. It shows a well-preserved 400 m

dark andesitic lava flows, of which only heaps of rounded

in diameter summit crater that hosts one of the highest fresh-

eroded boulders remain in its western flank. 25000 years ago, it

water lakes in the world. Licancabur is a so-called composite

shifted to a more violent explosive activity and formed a more

volcano or stratovolcano with a single central vent or crater. It

than 30 km high eruption column with silica–rich composition

was built-up during successive eruptions of lava flows alternating

(dacite) pyroclastic components. The collapse of this large

with the products of more explosive eruptions (pyroclastic flow

column formed a voluminous pyroclastic flow that traveled 30

and fall deposits) that spread radially from the central vent. Early

km westward, the front of which outcrops close to the Atacama

lava flows extend as far as 16 km to the west, over the ignimbrites

Salar. The largest historic eruption of Lascar took place on April

plateau, while later and shorter lava flows alternate with

1993, with an impressive 20 km high eruption column, the top

pyroclastic deposits to build the cone. 60 km south of Licancabur

of which spread into a wide mushroom cloud that was drifted

is Lascar Volcano, the most active in the Andes of northern Chile.

eastward by high altitude winds. The pyroclastic material

It shows a quite different shape than that of Licancabur (Figure

transported by the plume fell mainly east of the volcano,

3), the result of a more complex and long-lasting story.

although the finer-grained portions (volcanic ash) covered NW
Argentina extensively and reached the Atlantic coast, 1800 km

Lascar is an EW elongated composite and complex volcano built

further away. The base of the column collapsed over the volcano

along more than 200,000 years ago, formed from coalesced

and spread over its flanks at great speed as a hot pyroclastic flow.

products of multiple, closely spaced, vents. The source vent has

The final deposit of this flow, shown as dark gray in Figure 4, is a

shifted position through time, along an ESE–WNW lineament,

mixture of various size-rounded pumice and dense lava blocks

producing a system of five nested craters and two overlapping

set in a fine-grained matrix of volcanic ash that took 2 months to

truncate cones (Figure 4). The edifice is 6.5 by 5 km in diameter

cool down. It traveled as far as 10 km channeled by the Tumbres

and has a maximum height of 1400 m on the western flank, and

Quebrada, where it covered the water source of the village of

600 m on the eastern flank. The summit craters range from 400

Talabre, which had no fresh water supply for nearly 6 months.

to 900 m in diameter, the central one with persistent fumarolic

Figure 4. Three dimension representation of Lascar and nearby volcanoes using a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) that allows showing terrain relief interpolating digital
contour maps. In dark gray the distribution of the 1993 pyroclastic flow deposit is shown, channeled by the Talabre quebrada to the west and covering more extensively
the southeast flank.

However, not all volcanoes are constructed by a succession of

and 1700 m in diameter with an aspect ratio of 0,16 (height/

eruptions. Some of them are monogenetic; this is, formed during

surface). In contrast, the Torta dome, close to the Tocorpuri

a single eruption, hours, days or even years long. Usually one-

volcanoes, north of San Pedro de Atacama, is a pancake-shaped

eruption volcanoes are smaller, but not less beautiful. A particular

dome 300 m high and 4200 m of maximum diameter. Although

type, very common in the Altiplano, are the edifices called domes.

larger than Negro de Barriales it shows a much lower aspect ratio

Domes are relatively small masses of lava produced in a single

(0.02). These and most domes share steep-sided walls, partially

eruption of high-silica lava (dacites and rhyolites), too viscous to

covered by a talus apron, and a rugged surface.

flow, consequently, on extrusion, the lava piles over and around
the vent. The form of this type of volcano is of a bulb, cupola or
dome, but some show a remarkable flat pancake shape. Good
examples are the domes T Negro de Barriales and Torta. Negro
de Barriales is a cupola type dome located 13 km south of Lascar.

Chile is gifted and a little cursed with nearly 90 active volcanoes,
both wonderful and dangerous. They keep volcanologists
permanently busy…. and let´s face it, admittingly having great
fun.

It is a steep sided mass of lava blocks, 370 m high, circular in plan
Figure 3. Lascar volcano, a composite and complex long-lived volcano, built by many and different style eruptions along more than 200,000 years. It is formed by two overlapping truncated cones, capped by 5 nested summit craters. The name Lascar in quechua means tongue, after the tongue-shape lava flow on its northwest flank erupted
about 7000 years ago.

D R . M O Y R A G A R D E W E G P.

G E O L O G I S T / V O L C A N O L O G I ST P h D

T O B R E AT H E

Hazard is a potentially dangerous event, such as a lava
flow, a falling volcanic bomb or a pyroclastic flow.
Risk is the likelyhood of a person or a property to be
injured/killed/damaged etc. by a hazard. So, volcanic risk
clearly depends on:

DANGER - RISK

1) the timescale in question (e.g. the duration of the visit
of a crater)
2) the location of the person/property
3) the current state of the volcano

I M PAC T - A M A Z E M E N T

Tilling, R. l., 1993. Los Peligros Volcánicos,
OrganizaciónMundial de Observatorios
Volcanológicos (WOVO)

The volcanoes in Chile are monitored with seismometers,
tiltmeters, accelerometers, still cameras, GPS, DOAS and
equipment for infrasound detection.

B E A U T Y - AT T R A C T I O N

T O WA L K - T O B E AT

Seismometers: are instruments that record the waves
originated by ground vibrations induced by volcanic
activity. According to the number of stations and their
configuration they deliver information that allows to
determine the origin of the seismic signals, their energy
or magnitude, and the location and type of the activity
that generates it.
Tiltmeter: Instrument used to measure ground tilt
(rotation), a useful methodology to detect changes in the
internal dynamics of a volcano or volcanic zone.

O R I G I N - M O U N TA I N S

L AVA - E R U P T I O N

EARTH - LIFE

Accelerometers: As the Seismometer, it is an instrument
used to measure ground vibrations. In this case, it
measures the acceleration of a particle in the monitored
site. Accelerometers are particularly useful for measuring
moderate to high magnitude seismic events (Ml>3). This
is the reason why they are often called strong motion
equipment.
DOAS (Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy):
Methodology used to determine the trace concentration
of certain gases by measuring their absorption of UV
radiation. It is commonly used to estimate concentrations
and flows of SO2 (Sulfur dioxide).
Dr. Moyra Gardeweg P.

ENERGY

DESERT

SUMMIT

ACTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
CHANGES
DYNAMICS
DISTURBANCES
A C C E L E R AT I O N
MAGNITUDES
ABSORPTION
C O N C E N T R AT I O N S
POWERFUL
STRENGTH
CONVICTION
B E AT

Walk, walk, walk, without stopping... return to study nature,
feel it, show it from a new perspective. When I got off the
plane and saw all those mountains I was overwhelmed; here
is where I want to stay ! I had never felt so strongly in terms
of physical belonging. The Antofagasta region changed my
life. I needed to live the mountains and I did it in terms of
total healing, walking sometimes more than 20 hours per
day, drinking many liters of water, totally covered in order
to avoid extreme burning... Getting to know with Luis, a
great friend and guide, the remote paths thanks to his Shaman
wisdom, each summit of the desert.
I talk to each mountain and say: The time will come when I
shall have the pleasure of walking on your skin and hope that
you allow me to get to your summit. I feel that the wind almost
disables me from walking and all I want is to photograph the
drawings that it leaves on the sand.
I care not only about the image, always highly synthetic and
minimalistic; what interests me more and more all the time, is
for my body to become as a work instrument. At the Licancabur
volcano the last time I went, I started at 3 am and reached the
summit at 11 am. In order to do it I needed the discipline
of mountain climbing and that energy that also nourishes
my work. The body, even if it has reached its limits, always
reaches the desired destiny. Later you collapse... but your wish
was fulfilled.
Can you see the top of the mountain? That is the invisible line
that I am looking for. Can you see that cloud in the sky? It is
the ephemeral form that I am searching for and is no longer
there... There is a fine line between life and death and that is the
relevance of time in the natural cycle. Death is life and life will be
death and what really matters is TODAY, this instant…

D. L-R. Chiu-Chiu, 2013

						

DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF: THE INNER LIFE

Denise Lira-Ratinoff was born in Chile. She resides in her country of origin most of
the time. Nevertheless, she is a traveler who’s journeys evoke childhood euphoria
for whom the world is a fountain of marvels to be discovered.
She does it in such a way, that she still takes the risk of crossing remote places that

In following closely the work that Denise Lira-Ratinoff has done in the past few
years, I have been able to understand how committed she is with her country’s
history, to the point of making it the object of her most complex works by

arrived “late” into History, foregoing pleasant destinations to face horrific areas out
of contact, that still avoid the presence of corporatism: the deserts and the southern
oceans.

stretching the knowledge of what is sublime. And it could not be any different. As

Exactly one century after the first complex technological attacks in the South

Remo Bodei states1, “There are places where the majority of mankind have arrived

American continent performed by the impulse of the British capitalization in the

for millenniums and is facing them, they have experienced fear and panic towards:

Northern part of the country with its saltpetre beds and by the Security imperatives

mountains, oceans, forests, volcanoes, deserts. Inhospitable, hostile, desolate, they

of the Navy in the southern oceans, Denise Lira-Ratinoff forced herself to transcend

evoke death, humiliate by its vastness, threaten with its power, remind each one

the banality of everyday life through distancing herself, to be able to be consistent

of how transient and precarious existence is in the world. Nevertheless, since the

with the fundamental images, in search of confirming their own value.

beginning of the 18th century these loci horridi [horrifying sites] started to be
visited deliberately and perceived as ‘sublime’, endowed with a more intense and

Quoting Remo Bodei, “the reaffirmation of oneself in the face of dangers represents

seductive beauty. This radical investment in taste does not have an exclusive sense of

a strategy that is consistent with oneself, in order not to be afraid of the harshness

aesthetics: it does imply a new way to strengthen and consolidate the individuality

and maliciousness of our existence”.

thanks to the challenge directed to the greatness and the control of nature.”

In this manner, what begins to fit in her personal diagram with the universality of

“Fear and adventure demonstrate one more time how fragile human beings are -

a cosmology that finds its place, as I have already stated, between the desert and

always exposed to failure and obsolescence, always marching towards the unknown

the southern ocean, which takes us close to ice cathedrals, molded by the furious

versus the known - capable of overcoming obstacles that seemed unsurmountable.“

winds, threatening to cancel any possible return to the City. In the north and in the
south, the winds shape the image of its own reproducibility. Nevertheless, on top

”After touching the zenith, the theories and the sensations of the sublime get to

of the surface of the ice, global warming gives shine to the states of the matter,

know an eclipse at the time that the balance of forces seem to reverse: when the

meaning that the threat of disappearance updates the defeat of the court hero.

occidental world believes it has defeated the huge and horrible nature, unveiling

The melting of the ice is like a condition of the soul that is abandoned, that looses

its hidden secrets and subjugating its rebellious energies. What is sublime then

its density. In turn, at the desert, the thirst cracks the lips and makes men become

becomes one more time from being nature to becoming history and from history

delirious; nevertheless it also becomes a moment of purification and elevation of

to politics.”

the souls. This is the reason why hermits will search for contact with God through

In the final philosophy classes in High School students are taught to read Descartes.
It is most common in the textual analysis of a statement by Descartes that man

direct light, in order for the god to engrave in his spirit his word, because he is the
very first one who writes with light (photo/graphy) to reinforce the inner life.

becomes a “maitre et possesseur de la nature” [master and owner of nature].
Nevertheless, neither nature nor technology are the same and we must surrender
to the evidence of having no control over the technology, whose auto-reproductive
logic has put in danger nature itself.

J U ST O P A ST O R M E L L A D O

A RT C R IT I C / I N D E P E N D E NT C U R AT O R

C O L O R S

I love to listen and experience her questions... What is this? Ice? Steel? Water? A
drawing? An unparalleled cascade of colors and forms in unrivaled harmony
in an transcendent message. Birth of ideas... Choices... Harmonizing with this

Denise is an artist who from an early age has been experimenting her search
and developing different materials, techniques and formats in a restless
manner. She is patient in her repeated geometric will and balance, therefore
expressing her unique perception of meanings. This makes her an integral
artist with surprising results.
Part of my creative experience with her, a tireless perfectionist in each and

poetic act makes a dialogue possible between the colors and its multiples
shades. And movements...
Deserts: coarseness, heights, lack of oxygen, cold and heat excess...
Ice, no longer eternal: quiet moans, fragility. Witness of remote times and
carved by old-age rains.

every process and she is always a step forward regarding bending and

Oceans: consciousness, preserve, cleanliness. Unify humanity. Flexible paths

overcoming, beating the odds, is from the audiovisual perspective in roles as

of the winds over the waters.

artistic director and other parallel projects. Her shared reflections are highly
stimulating when bringing up a proposal, since she has no fear of always
proposing combinations of inverse ways in a very productive dialogue, with
dynamism and joy. Curiosly, a great joy.

There is also in Denise’s look a critical side, a tremendous silent scream that
has always accompanied the memories within her, since remote times,
onto an uncomfortable present in order to make us aware of a planet who
complains regarding the way we treat it. It is then that the kind of echo of

Sharing each project with Denise has simply been marvelous. To be able to

her work is in addition a report on human consciousness, asking care for our

see her in action is a clear example of the handling of her drive and positivism

Mother ship. Proof of these unique moments are segments of passed times

in achieving impossible things, in unreal times but always available when

that Denise has been living when she captures an image and at a later date

needed.

is expressed in each one of her works bringing it to us to the present.

When colors emerge in front of her, with a gesture shaped as a waterfall that

There are human beings that are messengers and Denise is one of them.

seem to perform a dance waiting to be discovered... it is innate in Denise

They levitate, they smile often, they indicate totally unusual time rhythms

to open her hand and trap the appropriate color, with that perception that

and they finally harmonize with everything that surrounds them.

surpasses and overflows a logical thought to later apply it, reflect and cover
surfaces.
Her photographic vision during her trips have always been a search for the
perfect light, the kind that is not always available at first sight, traveling
through to ice sites, sand and waters, normally at very unusual hours and that
are announced and can only be seen with the eyes that have the proper gaze.
Witnesses of this abstraction, we observe that beautiful moment that Denise
offers to us, shares and challenges us with her most intimate gaze with the
subject and the form, allowing us to leave aside the rational definition of the
work.

Rotates and travels... floats... no longer touches the ground... goes between
the clouds of a red sky.
As her paintings are filled with black and white paint representing what the
soul is in her eyes and how it is contained in the body. Twenty years coiled up
with red lines, as a message halted in time. Those souls also float... turn and
travel... they also do not touch the ground.
I love you my beautiful Denise.
PATRICIO AGUILAR
PRODUCTION DESIGNER / SPECIAL EFFECTS SUPERVISOR FOR FILMS (SFX)

FROZEN
PATAGONIAN GLACIERS

SOLID
S U R FAC E

The feeling of the passage of time and its urgency have allowed
me to get to know one of the most remote places of the planet.
The extremely cold temperatures have become lately part
of my body’s temperature. Wind is the constant beat of the
trip, and the ocean roaring, changing as the glaciers fall in
pieces. Nature awakens in front of my eyes and its pulse follows
the rhythm of the tides.
The crunching of the ice is always present simultaneously
living and dying. The cloudier the day is, the stronger its
colors appear. I could not believe it during my first visit: the
waves were enormous and I could feel its incessant movement
in all its purity, deep in my heart. Sometimes I became
scared about the strength of nature, like a live answer to its
approaching devastation. The water, the ice and the sky, joined
like a waterfall in eternal movement.
The glaciers also allow us to see what no longer exists,
what has already melted. Everything has been so dramatic,
so beautiful, so unique and everything is contingent on time:
what you can see now will no longer be there later, that image
will already be lost. Drawn and sculpted by the ocean and the
wind, these dramatic natural shapes that I immortalize in
my photographs, will never be the same again. They are
ephemeral witnesses of the disappearance of the ice fields.
That disappearance remains in our memory and it makes
us see our world in a different perspective. Photography has
renewed my existence showing me the essence of life each day.
And furthermore through it I have gained tremendous respect
for each moment in time. As I photograph I start discovering a
world not only seen by my eyes but also discovered by all my
senses. Thank you Photography, for giving me my life back.

SHAPE
T E M P E R AT U R E
C L I M AT E
CRYOSPHERE
DUST
M E LT I N G
ICEBREAKER
O PAC I T Y
CORES
OX YGEN
CRUST
DANGER
WIND

D. L-R. Punta Arenas, 2008

						

COLOR

Breaking ice

“This sequence of falling ice reminds us of the constant
transformations taking place on our planet. Matter is neither
created nor destroyed but transformed.
Life evolved on earth about 3,800 million years ago because
Earth is at right distance from the sun, it has liquid water, and
it allows cycles.
Nature has much to teach us humans!”
MAISA ROJAS CORRADI
Climatologist

THE HISTORY THAT ICE WANTS TO TELL US
AND WE MUST JUST LEARN HOW TO READ…

the atmosphere, the oceans, the cryosphere and the biological components that
regulate the leading schedule, of its minutes and seconds, in order for it to advance
in the proper moment.

The glaciers that we observe as a relic in some far away corners of the planet, be

Ice has always been there to observe the changes, even since millions of years ago,

it Antarctica, Greenland, the Patagonian Ice Fields in the South of South America

and just like when we make a tower from paper sheets, we need to put one sheet

or even the peaks of a mountain range, were dominators of a big part of the

over the other to lift this tower. Our first sheet will be further down than the one

landscape, in a not so distant past, as we can imagine. We can find its footprints in

that we pile up. If it took us thousands of millions of years to form this tower, going

many of the places where we visit without even noticing them. Signs of them are

from generation to generation in this task, we could write down on each sheet of

the smooth landscapes in Patagonia or some valleys with rounded bottoms, that

this bunch, what we thought of the day when it

differentiate them distinctively from the V shaped engraved valleys caused by the
course of the torrential rivers. Just as many cycles of nature, just as day and night, or
winter and summer, the glaciers and its ice come and go, where scientists call this
the glacier cycles or ice ages. These cycles, nevertheless, are not easy to understand
or predict, as we can predict the different seasons, or the sun traveling across the
sky in a cycle in a little less of 24 hours. The ice cycles occur in periods of thousands
of years, where a warm day is followed by a cold night. In these cold periods, the
ice falls from the mountains and goes forward from the south and the north of the
planet, increasing the ice spot that we call glaciers and polar icecaps. During the
warm day, just as the darkness of the night at daylight, the ice tends to go back,
but not disappear, like the shade beneath a tree that awaits for nightfall to advance
and dominate the evening’s landscape. Same as with the ice.
The ice, that in some regions of the planet is eternal, can reach to almost one
million years (and we believe that it can reach even older than that) waiting there
in the far away corners, where it has been in the shade of this natural cycle. In the
last century and a half, that does not represent more than a couple of instants of
more than the four thousand million years of life in our planet, one of its youngest
creature - man - has been able to hold and stop the hands of this clock. They
are interrupted then, at least for the moment the day and night cycles, the cold
and the heat. In order to understate it better, we have called this phenomenon
Climate Change caused by men or anthropogenic influence. Even man, seemingly
forcing these hands has made them go back, going back to conditions on earth
that we had not had at any age, known by our species. Just like the mechanism
of a clock, nature should not advance the wrong way of what it is supposed to,
since we could ruin its mechanism. This natural clock has a gearing and mechanism

took place. We could for example write, if the day was sunnier than the one before
or that we suffered because of the intense cold of winter, we could even describe
how a volcano close by clouded the sky with its ashes. This is exactly what nature
does on the ice, just like we pile up the sheets of this tower, nature writes its history
in layers of ice, year after year, for millions of years. I even write today on ice the
changes that man makes in the natural clock. In the ice exhibits that have taken
place, that we scientists call ice “cores”, we can observe the last pages written by
nature. Some of the exhibits go back for more than forty years. For this reason, if
we look back at the first sheets written by the cores, we could possibly look back at
how the War in Vietnam ended. Glaciologists have learned how to interpret these
sheets, deciphering some of the kept stories in each page or layer of ice.
In this vertical book, that we are observing in the ice cores, one can perceive scars
left behind by periods, yearly seasons and extreme humidity events, wind or heat,
translated for example in the light lenses of eyes that we find in these witnesses.
The ice that we see exposed here, comes from different latitudes of the Antarctica.
We can decipher its origin observing their layers thoroughly, differentiating its
texture and, if we have the proper tools, its chemistry. This is the work that some
Glaciologists do, being able to translate into comprehensive words in our language,
the history that the ice tells. We also warn that the words that emerge from the ice
are worrisome. Pointing towards the responsibility of our species, in the changes of
mechanisms of regulation of this system of natural gearing. The evidence is there,
in the ice, we only need to learn their language and then we will understand the
story they tell us.
F R A N C I S C O F E R N A N D O Y 		

GEOLOGIST, GLACIOLOGIST

E X H I B IT I O N

E M OT I O N S

Very inspiring Denise !
Congratulations. Sofia
Much happiness, it is all so beautiful !
..... Aninat
All our best,
Paulo, Teo, Ximena
Dear Denise,
It has been an honor to be a part of this beautiful
gift that our intense nature offers, so strong and
so fragile and that allows you with your enormous
capacity to express it. You are able to reflect it in
these photographs.
Love you much, Maria Paz Urrutia
Only beauty
Enrique
Dear Denise,
It has been an honor to be a part of this Opening,
that like all landscapes it keeps mutating, such as
words that are thrown into proverbial oblivion.
Congratulations once again
Your twin,
.......................
I was fascinated by the experience that I ‘lived” during
this journey. Karina Y.
Really good
I came
A hug,
.........
Very impressive
Very good. I loved the snow at Valle Nevado.
Congratulations
The best
One can feel that one is physically in these places
Beautiful
Congratulations
Nonita,
Every time that I see the exhibit, I love it more and I
admire you. Congratulations,
Juanita

Congratulations
Truly spectacular. A hug,
Denise Kantor
Your sensibility towards landscapes is exquisite. You
are nature’s soulmate.
I congratulate you!
Gloria
I have been in Sales in Santiago for 5 years and
even though I knew the gallery by name from my
publication “La Panera”, I had not had the pleasure
of seeing it “in situ”. I was marveled and deeply
touched by the architectural quality and the exhibit
environment.
Happiness !
Jacinto ...................
The exhibit in this gallery are excellent.
Congratulations and Thank you
Sofia Espinosa C.
The images are very inspiring and encouraging.
Congratulations to the artists.
Beautiful results.
............... Barros
While I am able to travel through with you, your work
and your message gets more and more moving.
I believe that I read that you were going to show your
work with a group.
I will call you to find the right time/schedule.
V. Ratinoff

To my beloved sister, I truly do not have enough words
to describe what I felt when I saw the marvelous
photographs, you are a great artist photographing
nature. Their beauty is awesome.
Sincere congratulations, you are so talented. I adore
your sensitivity. I love you dearly and wish you great
success. Love,
Margarita
You left me wet, frozen and filled with soil.
But, very happy
C........J............
Fabulous !
Congrats dear artists and dear Patricia
Hans and K ......
Very good staging. Refreshing, informative, creative.
Brilliant, beauties of this marvelous country
J..............H.........
Spectacular ! Thank you,
Angela .................
How beautiful !!! You leave me speechless. I
congratulate you regarding your vision of nature.
Marcela .................
How talented, how important the relationship that
you show us, between water, ice and the desert.
Incredible Registry. It is a privilege to have you as a
witness of our nature.
A.............................
I congratulate you, you transmit the enormous depth
of our emotions! You transport us back to nature!
Your exhibit is touching and marvelous!
C.................................

Very good exhibit. I liked the sound. It is very
significant and special.
Adara .....

You have filled my life with so much beauty, thank
you !
Margarita

I truly enjoyed the cells, since it proves that each
photograph is much more than just a landscape.
M.................

Thank you so much Denise for this exhibit that
touched me to the point that I could not breath.
M ..................................

Incredible, the landscape is too wonderful, the
sound, the icebergs, the desert...it’s like visiting each
photograph and each one produces something
personal, special.
Marvelous
Maria Soledad.........

Than you for a gift to the soul !
Paz Valenzuela Lang
Beautiful, necessary, healthy, monumental, every
school should visit it, in order to love the landscape
of our natural home.
Vera Meiggs

Dear Denise,
Greetings from your staunch brother who came to
see you.
Love, Exequiel
It was truly beautiful ! I loved all the photographs
and videos. Friend, colleague, ... ?
I really liked the subtlety of your work. To walk
between stones and steel...a great challenge.
X 2017
It is truly touching !!! The art and the quality of the
work, the excellence of the making of each piece,
congratulations from the bottom of my heart.
M. Jose Suarez
Your work is truly inspiring and leaves you speechless.
The quality of the images, their beauty and the
perfect installation, make this exhibit a masterwork.
Congratulations!
Ximena Nahmias
“to observe in place of looking”. Solution for modern
societies.
Jose Tomas Ossa
Congratulations, the loveliest and most profound
exhibit that I have seen in a long time. Touching.
Angel......
Precious observation work with you being a part of
it, that is how I see it. You are a part of the landscape
and of there moment, a live witness of the incessant
flow of live beauty in nature...
Thank you Denise for allowing me to be marveled
at the magnanimous miracles of the cycles and
profound respect for them. You transmit in each
image the full presence of the miracle of creation
and the immeasurable immensity of God.
A kiss, thank you. Dobinta
Beautiful !!!
I....Anastasia
Terry Myers
Francisca Sutil
Tully Satre
Great Montage !!! Congratulations.
Ignacio R. H.
What a great exhibit!
All the Best and a thousand Thanks !!!
Maite Z.

I get the feeling that you have already touched a
piece of heaven, that you will not be able to ever not
feel.
You are such a full soul, that it becomes contagious.
I feel inflated by feeling the wind that transports me
and produces a celestial communication with you.
Could you ever improve if you have already done it
all? Great Denise !
Ximena Larrea
My Mother found the exact words to express what
one feels and hears from your testimonies in regards
to nature. Therefore, I will just say THANK YOU!
Caroline Edant Larrea

Loved it ! I want to have them all as wallpaper in my
iPhone.
What a marvelous exhibit! It has been a genuine
pleasure to visit it.
................
Great. Excellent landscapes and your experience is
formidable.
M.................
Beautiful experience
Tomas .....................

..... ! ....... That you for bringing them to our eyes and
consciousness

Incredible exhibit, the photographs are so beautiful
that I want them on my iPhone. Gorgeous.
Graciela Barros

Really incredible and breathtaking
Thanks for putting things together.
..........

Gorgeous photographs that remind us of the
simultaneous fragility and greatness of th
elandscapes depicted. Abby

Very good,
Adam, Barbara & Jose (NYC)

Congratulations Denise! Beautiful exhibit! A big hug,
Patricia Claro

Dear Denise!
Congratulations, to enjoy your work is a true marvel
and to see how my son’s mouth remained opened.
Fondly, Barbara Larrain

Excellent exhibit:
Poetic and specific, complete when you describe
how you live it, your expectations, the films and
photographs. Congratulations; what a sensitive eye.
Thank you, Angela

Amazed by your work.
Congratulations !!!
........................

Charming! An architectural inspiration for me.
...........................

Congratulations it was a profound experience to
travel through the exhibit. It makes you think, about
everything...

Could it be any better?
Fascinating exhibit. Congratulations
photomontage. Carla Lepon R.

Beautiful,
Monika Burozyk - USA

Loved it, it’s like being in those places, a fantastic
feeling. Jorge

Precious, the photographs and evermore so your
striking perseverance, what an eye ! Truly remarkable.
You have the same sense for the arts and finesse as
your parents.It is all marvelous! Congratulations, you
will reach the top of the mountains and the icebergs.
I have no doubt.
With much love, Bu

A different and beautiful exhibit at a very special
gallery. Congratulations on the exhibit!
A...........Zorrilla de San Martin
Photography Group/Internations

The exhibit that you have presented is very good
transmitting the experience that I would like to feel
and I believe it is the one you live in this infinite
expedition.
SM

on

the

It is such a privilege to live in Chile, a country that has
the diversity of the planet that we inhabit.
............
Congratulations! It was an emotional moment to
look at your work, so serious, excellent and touching.
Fondly,
P..... Tessio

Denise:
Congratulations on your excellent work. Images that
make us closer and a part of this great natural scenery
that we have on earth and that we must value and
care for. A very original exhibit, where the images of
vital elements are the central characters.
I felt connected with your work strongly because it
is close or is linked to the work I do in a certain way,
through my graphic language as engravings are.
I was fascinated by your work that has given me new
directions to continue regarding my work. Thank you
so much!
Ximena Medina
Dear Denise,
Your exhibit... same as you, as I heard, I have an
advanced brain tumor and will undergo surgery in
a week, a dangerous one since it involves an artery
and a thick vein that in a spiral way gets rid of the
tumor, but I am in peace and stoic, without tears
or questioning myself...strong and self-assured...
because I will face the biggest expression of what is
sublime...the beauty that challenges/threatens that I
saw in your photographs. I loved them...
I saw sacredness in them. With love, Joaquin
This is a stunning exhibition with stunning
photographies of remote landscapes where
natural strength and power is everything. And the
accompanying texts are very moving.
Thanks for this
........................
Bravo, what we need to show the world
Congrats Denise. Horacio Herzberg New York
Thank you for sharing the experience with complete
consciousness, that life in this planet must see and
be accompanied by nature. I do not believe that I
understand as well as you do, what ice over water
means, but a thank you profoundly for opening
a new experience to me and parallel reality. Your
command is to explore.
Beautifully shown. Sincerely, Ruben ...............
Congratulations !
German Colony
These images are moving. We observe impulsive
shapes and colors, marine acrobatics, soft waves,
subtle shapes created by the wind. But they are not
impulsive, as nothing in nature is. As a photographer,
I have observed nature for hours, trying to capture it,
to attract it, Denise accomplishes this in a marvelous
manner!
A hug, Gonzalo Aguilar Coppo

Sensational exhibit. Congrats to the gallery.
Martin Huerta.
Your photographs are inspiring!
Big congratulations and thank you for the fantastic
and entertaining exhibit!
Jeannette, ......... Olivia
Dear Denise,
Great pictures and art !
......Nico and Vittorio
Torino and Venezia
Art has no limits.....
Birichin Torino
Nixon Batavia
Best Summer panorama in Santiago.
It transported me to all the places that were
photographed and made me wish to further explore
our treasures, such as the glaciers and the desert.
I am leaving happy !
Jorge Moyano
Thank you dear friend, for the beauty that you sent
to me.
Jorge Tacla
What a marvel. So gorgeous and a true pleasure to
listen to you.
Pilar Ordovas
….loved every single second of it. The installation is
amazing !!!
Annika Eichhorn
Your work is incredible !!! It looks marvelous !!!
Javiera Varas
Wow ! Marvelous. I admire you for your work and for
all the energy that you put into it.
Josefina López
Fantastic video!! Beautiful photos! and the installation
with the small screens is excellent.
I love it!
Sabine Johannknecht
Marvelous, incredibly beautiful. The way in which
you can show us life, through your work, the reality
of this planet, how incredible it is and how it can
disappear in one second.
Ivonne Gutierrez

S E L E CT E D
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Review, Paula Magazine, December-January 2017 by Catalina Mena, Chile

Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, February 9 2017 by Marilú Ortiz de Rozas, Chile

Review, Ensuite Magazine, January 2017 by Nana Pernod, Switzerland

10:22:50 Ice 11, from the series Glaciers © Denise Lira-Ratinof

14:05:10 Water 06, from the series

© Denise Lira-Ratinoff

Review, La Tercera Newspaper, April 29 2017 by Denisse Espinoza, Chile

Interview, Mas Deco Magazine, La Tercera Newspaper, May 20 2017 by Soledad Garcia Huidobro, Chile

JUAN EDUARD

“Ojalá que el visitante entienda
rresponde a su que en cada obra el material está innde las creacio- ventado por mí. La libertad artística
de lo orgánico que hoy siento, sumada a mi expestructivos, muriencia
de trabajo
con laNewspaper,
arcilla, me March
La instalación
emplazó
Award,
Review,
El Mercurio
30 2017que
byCasasempere
R. de la Sotta,
Chileen el hall cenos en porcelana da la posibilidad de experimentar tral del museo le hace un guiño a “Out of Sync”, la obra que
rcilla de color. con sus infinitas posibilidades en desplegó en Londres y que hoy está en Antofagasta.

instalación que desplegó diez mil
narcisos de arcilla —cada uno distinto del otro y teñidos con polvos
procedentes de relaves— en la majestuosa plaza central de Somerset
House, durante los Juegos Olímpicos de Londres.

OBTUVO MENCIÓN HONROSA EN EL 9° ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL COLOR AWARDS:

Certamen fotográfico destaca a Denise Lira
Fue reconocida una imagen de la serie sobre el Desierto de Atacama de la artista chilena.
R. DE LA SOTTA D.

S

“Desierto de
Atacama”,
de la trilogía
“Ciclos naturales de la
naturaleza”,
la fotografía
destacada
de Denise Lira
Ratinoff.

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

u obra visual suele ser presentada en ferias neoyorquinas como Pinta Art Fair y
The Armory Show. Y ahora la
chilena Denise Lira Ratinoff
obtuvo una mención honrosa
en el 9° Annual International
Color Awards. Una fotografía
de su serie sobre el Desierto de
Atacama fue destacada entre
5.678 imágenes provenientes
de 78 países.
“Es uno de los concursos de
fotografía a color más importantes del mundo. Postulé con
una sola fotografía, en la categoría de arte. El solo hecho de
que los jurados la vieran era
impresionante, pues vienen de
distintos ámbitos, galerías,
museos y editoriales”, cuenta
Denise Lira Ratinoff.

Entre otros, integran el jurado
representantes de la Whitechapel Gallery de Londres, de las
agencias DB de Milán y DDB de
Berlín, del InStyle Magazine de
Nueva York y de la National Gallery of Victoria, de Melbourne.
“Esto es un tremendo honor.
Aparte de ser la única chilena, es

también un reconocimiento a
mi país, el que estoy retratando.
Estuve ocho años fotografiando
los glaciares y los últimos cuatro
años los dediqué a terminar mi
última serie sobre el Desierto de
Atacama. Ahí viví lo que es salir
a las tres de la mañana y llegar a
una cumbre; subí el Licancabur,

el Láscar y el Toco. Esto me indica que estoy en el camino correcto. Soy una artista de la calle, no hago mi obra encerrada
en el taller”, agrega la creadora.
Y adelanta que a partir del 10
de abril habrá una muestra física de las imágenes y luego se
publicarán un volumen impreso, para el cual le pidieron un
comentario, y un video.
Tras haber residido en Estados Unidos, Lira Ratinoff retornó a Chile el año pasado. Y
por primera vez reunió toda su
producción, que estaba desperdigada en bodegas en varios
países. “Los próximos tres meses estaré terminando un proyecto retrospectivo de los últimos 20 años de mi obra, que involucra grabados, dibujos, instalaciones, pintura, fotografía
y texto”, cuenta.

Interview, YA Magazine, El Mercurio Newspaper, July 11 2017 by Gabriela Garcia, Chile

Interview, La Panera Magazine, November 2017 by Montserrat Rojas Corrad, Chile
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Review, El Mercurio Newspaper,Japan, November 16 2017 by Daniela Silva Astorga, Chile

Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, December 2 2017 by Marilú Ortiz de Rozas, Chile

POR LOS 120 AÑOS DE RELACIÓN DIPLOMÁTICA ENTRE AMBOS PAÍSES:

A 18

Todos junCULTURA
tos. Tambobrass Acústica en vivo, hoy
EN GALERÍA PATRICIA READY, DEL 7 DE DICIEMBRE AL 19 DE ENERO:
a las 21:00.
Entradas:
$10.000 y
$15.000.

Casi una década demoró esta meticulosa artista en completar una trilogía
fotográfica que aborda glaciares, aguas y desierto. Es el resultado de expediciones
en sitios extremos, que plasma en prístinas y minimalistas imágenes.

Como una extensión de la 13ª Bienal de Artes
Mediales, que se realizó durante octubre en
Santiago, el grupo ha protagonizado conciertos
y charlas, además de una exhibición en Tokio.

MARILÚ ORTIZ DE ROZAS

A

TAMBOBRASS

scendió montañas sin ser andinista, como también aprendió a
moverse en distintas aguas y a
detener —en la imagen— el progresivo
derretimiento de los hielos. La naturaleza en su esplendor se despliega en las
fotografías de Denise Lira-Ratinoff,
subrayando tanto su majestuosidad como su fragilidad y poniendo en tensión
lo perenne con lo efímero.
Su obra, Denise Lira la ha concebido
como un proceso, en una iniciativa que
evoca la de artistas como Richard
Long, que emprende largas caminatas
por solitarios parajes que va plasmando; sin embargo, las fotografías de ella
no alteran en absoluto el escenario en
el cual se posa. Al contrario de este emblemático representante del Land Art,
las únicas intervenciones en las obras
de Lira son las huellas que deja el viento en las laderas del desierto o en la
cresta de las olas, o la fatal ruptura de
un fragmento de hielo que se desploma de un glaciar.
“Mi trabajo habla de la importancia
del tiempo, por eso los títulos de mis
fotografías incorporan la hora exacta
en que fueron tomadas; también del
uso del cuerpo, que me transporta hacia donde quiero llegar y que tengo
que acondicionar para cada experiencia. A la vez, mi obra plantea una alerta ante el cambio climático, pues el deterioro se está acelerando, los animales están muriendo en el océano, los
mares se han industrializado. Estamos en un momento álgido”, expresa
esta artista, que inaugurará el 6 de diciembre su muestra “Breathe-Respirar”, en galería Patricia Ready, y simultáneamente está exponiendo en
Japón y Alemania.
La exposición en Santiago consta de
25 fotografías de gran formato, montadas en la sala principal de esta galería, y una secuencia, en mediano formato, en el muro de acceso, acompañada de textos alusivos al clima y los
volcanes (de Maisa Rojas Corradi y de
Moyra Gardeweg, respectivamente).
Asimismo, exhibe una serie de videos
que documentan sus expediciones, en
un original montaje con teléfonos y en
los cuales la agitada respiración de la

“05:59:20 agua 902”, de la serie Océanos. Este fue el elemento más complejo, para lo
cual recorrió los cinco océanos, en las más diversas embarcaciones.

es para cruzar las culturas sísmicas
de los dos países. Y la muestra fue en
el recinto del JICA, porque ellos le
donaron a Chile un museo orientado
a la cultura tectónica, que la Onemi
se encargará de levantar. Así, se busca es que exista un acuerdo marco de
cooperación cultural, que se complemente con un intercambio científico
y tecnológico”, dice Enrique Rivera.
Y sobre estas actividades en Japón
—organizadas por la Corporación
Chilena de Video—, comenta que
concluirán mañana en la Universidad de Nanzan (Nagoya), donde se
reunirán con artistas japoneses.

Tan cerca de las estrellas como de la
tierra, ella trabó amistad en San Pedro
con una pastora atacameña nonagenaria, a quien siguió durante casi un
año con sus animales, en sus trashumancias. Es una obra aún inédita, en
la cual la presencia humana en esta
naturaleza extrema cobra un particular simbolismo.
En el plano técnico, es extraordinariamente meticulosa en la forma de
planificar, ejecutar y procesar su trabajo. Su casa editora es Grieger, en Dusseldorf, Alemania, que es el laboratorio
donde trabajan connotados fotógrafos
internacionales, como Andreas
Gursky. “Denise captura aspectos y
paisajes de nuestro planeta en sus fotografías que no han sido anteriormente
observados”, comenta Hannah Pierce,
de Grieger, quien trabajó con ella en la
producción de esta serie.
Finalmente, Justo Pastor Mellado, en
su texto del catálogo, destaca que para
Denise Lira “el mundo es un yacimiento de maravillas por descubrir, en la era
en que ya todo parece haber sido descubierto”. Sin embargo, es un yacimiento amenazado, y eso late en cada
imagen, en cada sutil detalle de prodigiosa belleza que ella captura y preserva, para nuestra conciencia o para
nuestra memoria futura.

nes o los santos, con músicas actuales.
El conjunto utiliza trompetas, bombarercusionista, guitarrista, cantante y dinos, trombón y tuba, además de bombo,
compositor, pero también investiga- caja y platillo. “Es la reducción de una
GEOMETRÍAS EN LA NATURALEZA
dor, productor y gestor, Cristian Sanhue- banda de carnavales, donde pueden llegar
Durante sus expediciones va anotando ideas o grabando videos; por ejemza fue impulsor de la aplaudida Banda a 50 músicos, un ejército. Ellos vienen del
plo, en Fort Lauderdale, en 2010, rumConmoción, que trabajó inicialmente co- norte y tienen muchas horas de música
bo al Caribe, escribió lo siguiente: “El
“09:27:27 desierto 669”, de su última serie, Desierto. La artista viajó al desierto de agua me enseñó, aquí como en otros
Han donde,
tocado
encosas,
todos
los
pueblimo elenco adjunto a la compañía de teatro encima. Atacama,
océanos, que no se contiene a sí misma,
entre otras
ascendió
al volcán
Licancabur.
que no tiene límites y por eso mis fotohacia arriba: Huarasiña,
callejero Los Mendicantes. “Después de tos de Tarapacá
artista, conjugada con el vendaval, embarcaciones, y finalmente, atacó el grafías capturan mares infinitos”.
desiertogrande Atacama. “Estas experiendanSipiza.
cuenta del esfuerzo
físico despleSe afana, además, en buscar geomeTambién
las fiestas
hacer una obra, la gente quedaba sorpren- Huaviña,
gado para alcanzar el lugar donde cap- cias cambiaron mi vida y si bien yo trías dentro de la naturaleza, tal como
y San Lorenzo. Tienen
dida y nos acompañaban en el trayecto de des, La Tirana
siempreel
he essido bien deportista, tuve Paul Cézanne, de quien se siente cercaturó cada imagen.
primera etapa de su trilogía fue la que prepararme mucho y entrenar pa- na. “A la vez, me apasiona la ciencia, el
incorporados”, refiere.
vuelta por el centro. La Conmoción era un píritu y deelLalossonido
hielos, abordada en una serie de ra lograr, por ejemplo, ascender el vol- clima es un factor fundamental en las
Licancabur,
viajes
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Patagonia, hace
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luego cánpor
y en el resultado de la
La banda
está
formada
mú-que tiene 5.916 metros expediciones
espectáculo aparte”, rememora.
se enfocó en el agua, que fue el elemen- y cuatro tipos de suelos”, destaca.
obra, por eso lo he estudiado, también
Sebastián
AlmarIquiqueño de nacimiento, luego de lan- sicos detoSantiago,
Denise
Lira no se considera una frecuenté el Observatorio ALMA dumás complejo, como
para lo cual
recorrió
los cinco océanos en las más diversas paisajista, pues le interesan detalles rante mi estadía en el desierto”, revela.
Federico Faure (bajo) y Raúl
zar el disco “Tiraneño” (2014), una inves- za (piano),
tigación suya acerca de las etapas de la Aliaga (batería), todos integrantes de
Congreso,
guitarrista
fiesta de La Tirana, Sanhueza
regresó
YA EN
MARCHAalEN SU
DIMENSIÓNademás
VIRTUAL,del
EL virtuoso
CENTRO FÍSICO
ABRIRÁ SUS PUERTAS EN 2018:
norte para emprender nuevos proyectos Simón González. “Si bien tenemos momusicales, como el que esta noche presen- mentos de música de bronces, veo esta
propuesta más como una plegaria que cotará en el Teatro Nescafé de las Artes.
“Tambobrass es la reunión entre músi- mo un carnaval. Tiene mucho recogimiencos y amigos. En aimara, ‘tambo’ es lugar to y espacio para la poesía”, adelanta.
“Apelamos a la pérdida de las tradiciode encuentros. Yo creé un cobijo
entre el
En el Palacio de la Proclamación de la ciudad colombiana avanza el “Centro Gabo”. Su objetivo no es
nes
pueblos
donde
mudesierto y el mar”, dice. Enserelunconcierto
lugar de peregrinaje,de
sinolos
llevar
las ideasnortinos,
del premio Nobel
a las
nuevas generaciones.
Las dependencias del CeDA están un piso más arriba que la Galería D21,
presentará el material que creó para el dis- chas veces los jóvenes se desconectan de
en el histórico edificio de Nueva de Lyon con Providencia.
CAMILA ORTIZ
co “Tambobrass acústica”, una especie de su tierra y quedan los viejos solos. La mior los distintos hitos turísticos de CartaANALIZARÁN OBRAS CONTEMPORÁNEAS:
carnaval abstracto o imaginario,
donde gración es producto del sistema de moderde Indias hay una huella de Gabriel
PgenaMárquez.
García
Dicen
que
en
la
famosa
nidad
en que vivimos. Pero hay pueblos
Sanhueza fusiona el sonidoPlaza
deBolívar
esasel joven
ban-periodista
y aspirante
su primera noche
en la ciudonde
la gente está regresando”, cierra.
das de bronces de las fiestasa escritor
de lospasópatro-

IÑIGO DÍAZ

ción en el JICA Global Plaza, un espacio de la Agencia de Cooperación Internacional de Japón. Ahí, hasta el 29
de noviembre, se presentarán la obra
fotográfica de Lira-Ratinoff y una
instalación de Petrovich, junto con el
trabajo del Seismic Sound Lab —una
pieza que registra datos sísmicos de
entre 2010 y 2017— y una selección
de documentos del primer observatorio sismológico de Chile, liderado
por el científico francés Fernando
Montessus de Ballore.
“Como en la Bienal de Artes Mediales trabajamos enfocados en los
terremotos, esta invitación a Japón

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

del escenario natural que va conquistando: afinando paso a paso la mirada, capta primeros planos de texturas, movimientos, colores y formas,
en el estado más puro imaginable.
Ella se define como una “retratista de
naturaleza” y explica: “Me encanta la
diversidad geográfica de nuestro planeta, y quería mostrarla. Algunos creen que algunas de mis tomas son aéreas, pero siempre fotografié con los
pies sobre la tierra, o en barcos, en el
caso del agua”.

El proyecto de Cristian Sanhueza fusiona el sonido de los
bronces de las fiestas tradicionales con las músicas actuales.

“12:02:18. Desert 101”, fotografía de la serie “Desert Lascar (volcano)”, que la artista Denise Lira-Ratinoff presenta en “Ondas y ondulaciones”, en Tokio.

“10:20:30 hielo 30”, de la serie Glaciares. Arriba, la fotógrafa durante la expedición
para su primera serie Glaciares, realizada en la Patagonia, hace 10 años.

P

Un centro cultural para García
Márquez en Cartagena de Indias

dad, cuando llegó como estudiante de la
Universidad de Cartagena para luego convertirse en un incipiente reportero para el
diario El Universal. En tanto, en la Alianza
Francesa de la ciudad, la Catedral de Santa
Catalina o el Paseo de los Dulces es posible
identificar algunos de los escenarios de “El

CeDA, un nuevo Centro
de Estudios de Arte

Cuatro coleccionistas conforman el directorio de
esta fundación, y Justo Pastor Mellado conduce
al grupo que investiga.

MARÍA FERNANDA PIZARRO/ARCHIVO CEDA

El carnaval imaginario
que llega desde el norte

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

TAMBOBRASS ACÚSTICA EN EL NESCAFÉ DE LAS ARTES:

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF
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a reciente Bienal de Artes Mediales reunió, en 13 espacios de
exposición santiaguinos y bajo
el concepto de ‘temblor’, a un centenar de autores locales y extranjeros.
Entre los últimos estuvo el japonés Norimichi Hirakawa, quien
realizó una residencia
en el observatorio ALMA y dio una charla
en el Museo Nacional
de Bellas Artes. Y ahora, también fruto del
vínculo entre Japón y
Chile, 12 artistas nacionales viajaron a Tokio y Nagoya, para resentar sus obras e investigaciones como
una prolongación de
la bienal.
En esta gira, que se
enmarca en las conmemoraciones de los
120 años de relación
diplomática entre ambos países, participan
—además del director
de la bienal, Enrique
Rivera— la investigadora Valentina
Montero, las realizadoras Catalina
Ossa y Florencia Aspee, el músico
Carlos Cabezas, el arquitecto Juan
José Aldunce y los artistas Denise Lira-Ratinoff, Agnez Paz, Mirko Petrovich, Sebastián Jatz, Andrés Terrisse y Nicolás Quiroz.
El colectivo inició su viaje, apoyado por la Dirección de Asuntos Culturales de la Cancillería (Dirac), con
una serie de conferencias, mesas redondas y conciertos visuales, que se
realizaron hasta el 12 de noviembre
en el Intercommunication CenterNTT, de Tokio, institución referencial del arte y la ciencia en Asia.
También inauguraron una exposi-

Denise Lira, la retratista de
una naturaleza amenazada

DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

DANIELA SILVA ASTORGA

© JEFF BANKS

Doce artistas chilenos
exponen en Japón

SÁBADO 2 DE DICIEMBRE DE 2017

Interview, Mas Deco Magazine, La Tercera Newspaper, December 9 2017 by Soledad Garcia Huidobro, Chile

Harper’s Bazaar Magazine, December 2017, Chile

Art Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, Artes y Letras, January 8 2018 by Waldemar Sommer, Chile

11:26:10 water 84, from the series Oceans © Denise Lira-Ratinoff
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Review, Paula Magazine, December-January 2017 by Catalina Mena, Chile

DENISE LIRA’S PHOTOGRAPHS ARE STRIPPED OF
ANY ANECDOTE: THEY ARE PURELY VISUAL, BUT THE
BIOGRAPHIC SUBSTRATUM THEY EMERGE FROM, INJECTS
A LOAD OF UNAVOIDABLE ENERGY.
In Chile, where she has lived sporadically, her friends recall
that she was already a hyper productive artist at 18 and that
she painted obsessively, did engravings and did not bend
to any authority. At 20 she was diagnosed with a brain
tumor and she underwent a first surgery that marked her
attitude towards art. “I developed a greater consciousness
towards life and death and a very clear decision that I had
to become an artist, which is what I had a passion for and
that there was no time to waist regarding anything. It gave
me independence and freedom, which I am grateful for”.

Denise Lira : This is not a landscape
The biography, the body and nature are all one in the work
of Denise Lira (39).
Eight years ago after her father’s death, she decided to
throw herself with camera in hand, to explore the Glaciers
in Patagonia and the Oceans around the world. Later, after
her husband’s death she started a strong and intense
physical training, in order to launch herself to the top of
the mountains of the Atacama desert. But what she shows
now are not landscapes, but almost abstract images, that
exacerbate the vital contemplation of shapes, textures and
chromatic blending.
by Catalina Mena

Prior to this surgery, she had lived in Cuba working as a
Photographer and later continued doing it in Chile, in
works that she calls “beltways”, in which she would go
out and walk and explore a public landscape performing
installations and interventions with an experimental
character that used nature’s elements and reinforced the
perceptive experience of the spectator. at that time, she
used the photographs as a registry of those interventions,
but when she turned 26, leaving for a Master Degree in
Photography in the South of the united States, this method
got improved and acquired and autonomous strength in
her visual experience. Soon after this, she got married to
her French husband. In 2006, they moved to New York.
“Even if the body is at its limits, it always reaches its goals.
But what is most important, is that the wish is fulfilled”, says
the artist.
FROM THE 1ST. UNTIL THE 7th. OF FEBRUARY, DENISE LIRA
WILL PRESENT HER EXHIBIT OF SAND, ICE, WATER AT THE
ANN LINDENHOF GALLERY IN ZURICH, SWITZERLAND. SHE
WILL SHOW HER LATER WORK OF THE LAST EIGHT YEARS.
I discovered that a photographic image not only changes
the way we perceive nature, but it is also responsible
for describing a reality that most people do not want to
assume.
She also achieved a distinguished recognition in the
arts, had exhibits in several galleries, there and in Europe
and she even had her own company focused towards
production and diffusion of art and audiovisual.

Sand, Ice, Water (Arena, Hielo, Agua) is the name of the next
exhibition Denise will have in Switzerland. In it, the Chilean
artist synthesizes her work of the last eight years, in which
she has done three series of photographs: Glaciers, Oceans
and Deserts. She initiated the first one in 2008, after her
father’s death, who was one of the closest and most
influential person in her life. It was then that she traveled
to the Chilean Patagonia. Her idea was not to get images
from the landscape, but to get close to the materialistic
aspect of Ice, exploring it as a scientific obsession, as
someone who is trying to decipher his molecular secrets.
She was involved in it for two years and the experience
became color images, with careful printing and full of
details, which she showed in large formats or installed in
light boxes, incorporating them to installations that were
looking to question the spectator in a sensory manner,
through complementary resources such as immersion of
the environmental sounds of the glaciers. After that, in
2020 and 2011, she decided to experiment with the ocean
and travelled through different ones; Pacific, Atlantic,
Caribbean, Mediterranean. Again, the resulting images
talked about a debauched eye in her own curiosity, where
the scale got lost and the point of view, so that the water
would appear as a visual composition out of context.
IN 2008 DENISE LIRA PUBLISHED A BOOK 16:03:27, FROM
HER GLACIERS RESEARCH. TODAY THIS BOOK IS IN THE
LIBRARIES AT THE GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM, THE MOMA
AND THE CENTRE POMPIDOU, AMONG OTHER PLACES.
Her life developed between stays in Chile and trips to
different parts of the world, always settled in New York. She
had her last surgery in 2011. Free months later, when she
was first recovering, her husband had a type of paralisis. He
died in the South of France, 3 months later. “I then had two
options: to abandon or rescue myself. I decided to do the
later. It was then that I went to the mountains in Chamonix,
Mont Blanc, where I stayed for several months. Walking,
breathing, withstanding, observing, listening, being alone
and healing. It may sound dramatic, but I love life.
After this process, the artist started the series Desert, that
can be considered the most significative from a personal
standpoint. Between 2012 and 2013 she moved to Atacama,
where she lived for long periods. She was no longer just
trying to shoot photographs, but climb Volcanos such as
Licancabur and Lascar, summits that she reached.

During this period, she reinforced her physical consciousness; she modified her eating following strict nutrition
rules, she learned to breathe and trained obsessively in
order to acquire resistance and control towards fatigue,
hunger and cold (that can reach 20 degrees below zero)
and wind (that can be up to 40 kilometers per hour). If the
desert is the archetypal landscape of the transformative
introspection, Denise Lira went through harsh mysteries
to produce a work for processing the duel, that no longer
explores the territory but the physical limits of the body an
the gaze. “I not only care about what the image is, which
is always quite synthetic and minimalistic, but what I care
for the most, is the outcome of my body as a work instrument. Because, it is not the same to escalate a 5,000 meters mountain than one that is 7,000 meters. In Licancabur,
the last time that I was there, I left at 3am and I reached
the top at 11am. In order to do this, I got involved in the
discipline of mountain climbing and that is the energy that
feeds my work at present.
What do you want for people to feel about this work?
I feel that finally, the result of the photographs calls for an
aesthetic experience. But, it is not about easy beauty, nor
showing pretty landscapes. Neither is the work supported
by technical virtuosity, even though I am very cautious
about the completion. What I am interested in is in the
efficacy of a beauty that will raise a question about life and
death, and for the individual responsibility and collective,
regarding the state that our planet is in.
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Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, February 9 2017 by Marilú Ortiz de Rozas, Chile

Review, Ensuite Magazine, January 2017 by Nana Pernod, Switzerland

FOTOGRAFIAS © DENISE LIRA

“11.21.28, Ice 23.”, from the Glaciers series - Denise Lira
started her trilogy in 2007 photographing Ice in the
Patagonia.

“17:05:24, desierto 551”, de la serie Desierto. “Nunca sentí algo tan fuerte en términos de pertenencia física. La
Región de Antofagasta me cambió la vida”, cuenta Denise Lira sobre su trabajo en el desierto.

ACABA DE MOSTRAR SUS FOTOGRAFÍAS EN SUIZA:

La naturaleza extrema que
expone la artista Denise Lira

Diez años le dedicó al proyecto de crear una trilogía que incluyera hielo,
agua y desierto. La muestra estará en Chile a fines de año.
MARILÚ ORTIZ DE ROZAS

C

uando estaba fotografiando el desierto de Atacama,
Denise Lira recorría salares,
quebradas y valles, ascendía cerros y volcanes, y exploraba los
enclaves más recónditos de este
despoblado territorio, hasta encontrar las imágenes que anhelaba. Muchas de ellas sorprenden por su espontaneidad, por
su limpieza, por una pulcritud
que evoca un estado de plenitud con la naturaleza, difícil de
transcribir en palabras. “A veces el viento me impedía caminar y yo solo quería retratar los
dibujos que este deja sobre la
arena”, dice la artista. Una de
sus fotografías, que plasma ese
grafismo del viento, obtuvo
una mención honrosa en el noveno “International Color
Awards”, en Estados Unidos, el
año pasado.
El desierto fue la tercera etapa
de su trilogía. Antes abordó las
aguas, para lo cual recorrió los
cinco océanos. Y la primera etapa la comenzó en 2007, fotografiando los glaciares de Patagonia
y registrando el sonido de los
hielos cuando se rompen y caen
estrepitosamente a las aguas gélidas. Han pasado diez años desde que iniciara su trilogía, y hoy
acaba de mostrar completamente su obra en la galería Am Lindenhof, de Zúrich, donde exhibió 35 obras de diferentes formatos. Y a fines de año, los chilenos podremos apreciar una
versión ampliada de esta propuesta en la galería Patricia Ready, desde el 6 de diciembre hasta el 19 de enero de 2018.
Si el trabajo de Denise Lira
sobresale, es porque presenta

“11:21:28, hielo 23”, de la serie Glaciares. Denise Lira inició su trilogía en
2007, fotografiando los hielos en la Patagonia.

“14:05:10,agua 06”, de la serie Océanos. La artista logró encuadres que
reflejaran la vitalidad y nobleza del elemento.
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persiste. “Dibujadas y esculpidas por el mar y el viento, estas
dramáticas formas naturales
que inmortalizo ya nunca serán
las mismas”, aclara Denise Lira.
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albina de Isla Mocha lucha por su vida ante
el ataque de los cazadores. Por su parte, dos jóvenes, uno de familia rica y otro indígena mapuche, se unen con el objetivo de salvarla, en una
batalla contra la naturaleza. Este es el relato del
cómic “Mocha Dick”, con guión de Francisco
Ortega e ilustrado por Gonzalo
Martínez, que forma parte del ca-

del cómic internacional, así como posicionar a
Chile como país eficiente, con gran capacidad de
creación y profesionalismo del sector”. Asegura
que “este año se espera un financiamiento de
más de US$ 80.000, entre misiones comerciales,
la visita de importadores a Chile y la impresión
de más ejemplares del catálogo, los que donaremos a bibliotecas públicas y también subiremos
en versión digital a Prochile.gob.cl”.
Este entusiasmo se debe al potencial del cómic chileno en los

lets viewers experience a rare photographic quality. LiraRatinoff collaborates with a Düsseldorf laboratory, where
world-famous photographer Andreas Gurksy also has his
large-format photos developed.

(“14:05:10, water 06” from the series Oceans. The artist
achieved compositions that reflect the vitality and mobility
of the element.

The trilogy SAND ICE WATER reflects the cycle of nature:
birth, life and death. The analogy to human life anchors
this cycle in a special way in the consciousness of the
viewer. Nature defines the form and colors. This is what
the artist celebrates, by focusing on details of fascinating
Chilean landscapes. This is where her art begins and here it
becomes apparent that she is not only a photographer but
also a visual artist. Here is a painter at work who uses the
camera as a tool instead of the brush. As carefully as the
colors and forms of nature are captured, she works carefully
in her drawing and painting with pencil and brush. LiraRatinoff: “Nature gives birth to all forms and colors. We do
not have to invent anything, we just have to let ourselves
be driven by it and its abundance. “The photographs of the
award-winning Chilean artist are so breathtaking because
of their closeness to nature and as a reflection of the
ferocity of the forces of nature. You stand in front of the
picture and at the same time you are part of it.

When she was photographing the desert in Atacama,
Denise Lira would travel through salt flats, gorges and
valleys, she would climb mountains and volcanos and
would explore the furthest enclaves of this unpopulated
territory, until she would find the images that she was
looking for. Many of them surprise you for their spontaneity,
for its cleanliness, for a neatness that evokes a state of
completeness with nature, difficult to translate into words.
“Sometimes the wind would not allow me to walk and all
I wanted was to photograph the drawings that they leave
on the sand”, says the artist. One of her photographs,
that expresses the winds graphics, received an honorary
mention at the 9th. “International Color Awards” in the
United States, last year.
The Desert was the third stage of her trilogy. Before she
focused on Waters, for which she went to five oceans. She
started her first stage in 2007, photographing the Glaciers
in Patagonia and registering the sound of the ice when
they break and fall noisily in frozen waters. Ten years have
passed since she started her trilogy and today she has
shown her complete work at the Ann Lindenhof Gallery in
Zurich, were she exhibited 35 different works in different
formats. And, towards the end of the year, we Chileans will
be able to appreciate an enlarged version of this proposal
at the Patricia Ready Gallery, from December 7th. through
January 19th., 2018.
If Denise Lira’s work stands out, it is because she presents
and extreme nature lacking any intervention and in her
images the experience emerges the pristine revelation
of the landscape, of the detail that acquires a poetic
eloquence in the simple minimalism that she cultivates.
“The long hours of encounters with nature under all kinds
of climate conditions have allowed me to show nature in
its best pedestal”, says the artists, who transmits the beauty
and the glamour of what is threatened, that is imperative
to save.
None of what she photographed still exists. “Drawn and
sculpted by the sea and the wind, these dramatical natural
forms that she has immortalized, will never be the same,
states Denise Lira

Highlights

Stunning Chilean Photography
By Nana Pernod
The Chilean artist Denise Lira-Ratinoff (*1977) shows her
photographs from the SAND ICE WATER Series for the first
time in Europe in Zurich.
The focus is on the extraordinary landscapes of Chile,
the Atacama Desert, the glacier world of Gray Glacier
and the Pacific Ocean. Their images captivate the viewer
with blunt directness and a detail within the picture that
cements a strong here and now. The photographer does
not manipulate her works after shooting. As an expert in
the large-format reproduction of her photographs, she

The recordings for this trilogy were made over a period
of eight years. Accordingly, intense and long, the artist
sat down with the natural elements. On her expeditions,
she was repeatedly in life-threatening situations. LiraRatinoff survived a life threatening illness. As a survivor,
she gives her work another central focus, namely to make
the fragility of our planet visible and to raise awareness.
Her photographs are also a call to preserve nature in its
beauty, to care more about our environment and to show
more respect for it. Lira-Ratinoff’s honest and unadorned
nature insights, show us photography as art in its utmost
technical perfection. Their complex trapping of Chile’s
fascinating and engaging forces of nature, lets us think of
yet unknown dimensions.
There is a genuine desire for more visual experiences of her
photographic work.

Review, La Tercera Newspaper, April 29 2017 by Denisse Espinoza, Chile

Denise Lira: Photography as a vital journey

To share the vision

To feel more alive when the threat of death is imminent
is an experience that very few have really had,much less
after standing at the center of the crater of a volcano
5,592 meters high. In 2014, the photographer Denise LiraRatinoff, placed herself in that crossroad. After extensive
training, she made it to the summit of the Lascar volcano,
located 70 kilometers southeast of San Pedro de Atacama
and even though she had already had other unforgettable
expeditions of oceans and glaciers of the local territory,
what she felt in that moment just steps from the active
volcano’s crater of the Andes was unrepeatable. “It changed
my life for real;

She is Denise Ratinoff’s daughter, art expert and
Representative for CHRISTIE’S in Chile.

Being there I felt that nothing else mattered, what
problems can you possibly have, being so insignificant,
when everything can change from one second to the next.
I feel like I am a better human being after climbing each
one of the mountains, since the physical effort is enormous
a strength that you pull from I do not know where, hard to
explain, she adds.

Denise Lira-Ratinoff
Born in Santiago in 1977. Artist, Photographer and Art
Director of movies such as “Poesia sin fin” by Alejandro
Jodorowsky. Has had exhibitions in Zurich, New York,
London, Lima, Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires and Santiago.
Profile
After eight years of expeditions portraying glaciers,oceans
and the Chilean desert, the prizewinning artist recently
exhibited her trilogy in Switzerland and towards the end of
the year will do it for the first time in Santiago.
by Denisse Espinoza

After her father’s death in 2007, the photographer
embarked in this photographic project with the idea
of exploring the subjects of the cycles of life, through a
registry of natural landscapes in a non-traditional format.
The first thing was to get ready for the trips, for which Lira
found support with the best explorers. Cruise ship pioneer
Constantino Kochifas, traversing the glaciers between
2007 and 2008. She navigated the oceans of the world with
different ship
Captains between 2009 and 2011 to finally become a
mountain climber with the assistance of Luis Aracena, with
whom she reached several peaks between 2013 AND 2014.
The results are far from being touristic postcards. Lira
appeals to the sublime largeness of the glaciers, oceans
and deserts, looking away and exacerbating the textures,
the colors and the natural geometry of the sites. After
eight years, six of expeditions and two of post-production,
the photographer showers that work last February at the
Ann Lindenhof Gallery in Zurich, Switzerland. Her desire
nevertheless, is for her work to finally reach the Chilean
spectators in December, when she will display for the first
time her Trilogy at the Patricia Ready Gallery, which also
coincides with her settlement in the country, after living in
the United States for several years. I have dedicated years
of my life to this and the passion is transmitted through
the photographs. If you do not give it your all, you do not
obtain the results you want, says Lira.

Denise Lira always knew that she would be an artist.
She first fell in love with painting and etching and in the
mid 90’s she lived in Cuba, where she learned traditional
techniques. Nevertheless, after a trip to the United States
at 26 to study Photography, Lira changed her direction.
With her photographs in large installations, she went
towards the world of Publicity, where she started doing Art
Direction for Commercials and movies, job that she still has
next to her partner Patricio Aguilar and that serves her to
finance her personal projects.
She has used that financial independence to create with
freedom of time and aesthetics, to follow her rhythm and
to experiment what she calls “the outcome of the body as
a work instrument”. Just like Jackson Pollock, one of her
favorite artists, Lira lives her works of art, throws herself
towards it walks and walks without stopping, delivers
everything and shoots only in the precise moment. In this
manner, her work is not only the photographed image
but everything she lived in order to get there. I went to
Licancabur at 3am and reached the peak at 11am I had
never felt as cold before as I did then. You realize the
immensity of the strength of nature and you must respect
it, follow its rules. Breathing is what is done first. The fear is
not only the altitude sickness, but the syndrome caused by
a lack of red cells, that can affect you in many ways, from
making you violent to completely disorienting you. There
have been extreme cases where people have died because
of this, sometimes months after having climbed, states Lira.

In 2016, one of her photographs from the Desert of
Atacama won a prize at the 9th. Annual International Color
Awards in New York, one of the most prestigious in the
discipline at an International level and this year the same
contest chose her with one photograph taken at Alma
Observatory. The photograph that received the award, has
a series of lines in the sand, ploughed by the wind with a
perfect geometric shape. “I come from the old world and
even though I adapted to the digital one, I am not one who
shoots ten thousand photographs in order to choose one.
I enjoy working as if I had one roll with just 36 possibilities.
I also inherited from painting the possibility of exclusivity
and this is the reason why I only produce five copies of each
photograph and two artist’s proofs, out of which I like to
sell just one per city, since the idea is that people will take
something special to their home”, says the photographer.
After those right years of expeditions Denise remained
captivated with nature’s challenges. She has a series of
photographs taken climbing the mountains in Chamonix,
Mont Blanc in France, besides a series of the World of the
Shepherdess in the Atacama Desert, that she would like
to show someday. “I feel that it is my responsibility to
share my gaze with Chileans and I am extremely happy
that in Santiago an important window is opening for
Photography, says Lira”. I think that my work is universal,
from the impact and the beauty of the image. I want to
speak about important issues, such as global warming”,
she concludes.

Interview, Mas Deco Magazine, La Tercera Newspaper, May 20 2017 by Soledad Garcia Huidobro, Chile

years to revisit and select what she lived. “I knew when I
was working in the desert, which photograph was going
to be paired with which even if they were places, heights,
difficulties and totally different temperatures. The way
in which I photograph always has the trilogy concept,
that was born with a purpose, explains the artist. With a
textured look, sheets out to make a pause facing nature,
through color and geometry the mystery of an instant is
revealed and unfolds in from of you.

terms of orientation but sanity. The oceans taught me how
to take care of my body as working material constantly,
since evading dizziness was part of each expedition at sea.
I learned that you must eat when you are seasick and focus
on a specific point.

How did you prepare technically and spiritually to approach
each of these stages?

Then came Atacama and I had to prepare myself since it
was a very earthy job, that whether you want it or not it is
a very euphoric process, since you are in a situation where
you see what you have not seen before. The Trilogy took
place in 2007 and it has been ten years since. I am so proud
to be able to present it, after so much work.

I always knew that it would be a long journey of at least six
years of expeditions: therefore, I started preparing myself
in order to face each location. I researched the geographies
with a humble attitude and human scale, I carried no
expectations, I was totally open to receive what nature was
willing to give to me. Personally, all the lights were useful,
utilizing every instant of the day and each journey had its
own moment and beauty.

Above the skin of the Earth
The distinguished Chilean artist Denise Lira will present at
the end of the year at the Patricia Ready Gallery, a trilogy
that involves eight years of expeditions photographing
Glaciers, Oceans and the Chilean Desert. A conscious and
respectful portrait of the cycles of life.
by Soledad Garcia-Huidobro.
“I have a one hundred percent minimalistic head, what I
see is what I have”, states Denise
Denise Lira is getting ready. Always ready, like she defines
herself. Next December she will present in Chile her
persistent walk through there Oceans, Glaciers and Desert,
landscapes that have taken her to a personal and persistent
solidity that recently was applauded in Switzerland after
showing her trilogy, same that she will show in Santiago
for the first time.
Walk, walk, walk without stopping...research nature again,
feel it, show it from a different standpoint, she says.
First it was two years of Glaciers, then two Oceans and later
another two in the Desert. To this she added two more

To go to each one of those places, I was able to work
with specialized people in each zone. For example, I met
Constantino Kochifas, with whom I lived on his ship his
passion for trips along the glaciers. He conveyed to me
the importance of observing, a value that I added to my
research process.
To observe is a way of listening and listening is an act of
humility. What does the Ocean tell us? I start never-ending
questions to myself: how do you show, from my standpoint,
those stormy waters, passive, colorful, euphoric, deep,
noisy and healing...? I never found a rational answer. It is in
the images that they reflect when you observe and listen.
This encounter of senses with the unpredictable. Without
water there is no life, that is where my work starts. We need
to give ourselves the time to see how time modifies what
I see and show. That is essential and the combination of
what I am looking for is in the sim plicate of the image and
reality’s mystery, that I present with a defined identity.
What did each part of the Trilogy teach you?
At the glaciers, being on a boat you are relatively safe, but
not completely; product of a passion, of hallucinating with
the unknown, you want to always be as close as possible
to the majestic glaciers, in spite of the risk involved. When
you are above 5,000 meters in the mountains, you must be
aware that it is the limit physically and mentally, since it is
easy to fall into a state of hypoxia without realizing it and
you cross a portal in which you can run a big risk, not only in

My photographs were taken with my feet well grounded
on earth or on the boat or another vessel, and also in the
water, no aerial photographs. There is where I take off.

As an artist one interprets what one is living; one must
say, do and express what one feels in regards to what is
happening in the world.
I do believe that in this regard and artist is universal. Even
if I am photographing nature, my work is totally current,
universal and contemporary. I do speak through beauty
and not through horror. My interest is that in looking at my
photographs, you will start to see a different point of view.
I learned about solidarity, in each expedition, effort,
perseverance and devotion towards my vocation. Being in
these landscapes, you understand the strength of nature.
I CARE BEYOND THE IMAGE, I WAS ALWAYS VERY SYNTHETIC
AND MINIMALISTIC; WHAT I CARE ABOUT THE MOST IS FOR
MY BODY TO BE A WORK INSTRUMENT says Denise
You have a reflection of time in your work.
For me, time has to do with instant: It is something
unrepeatable.
How through work, have you healed life’s pain?
All of the walks, especially Atacama, changed my life
in every sense. When I walked along with Luis Aracena,
who was my guide in the North, I started to work on the
breathing that was parallel with the reflection of conscious
walking, the pulse and your physical condition. It is in this
persistence where you ask everything and you repeat to
yourself “I can do this”.
My parents always told me that if I had a passion, I had to
follow it to the end, which means that one can not live
without caring for that passion and I can not live without Art.

Life has had strong moments, because can be hard,
regardless of were you were born, but I have had the
privilege of doing what I love and I have discovered myself
through my work.
In what stage of your work did you begin to feel this way?
When I photographed the ALMA Observatory, that is not
a part of the Trilogy, I would say to myself “you are in the
cleanest heaven on earth”. Parallel to this, I would see the
Shepherdess and made friends with several of them. I then
decided to accompany Mrs. Julia, who is over 95 years of
age and lives alone. Along with her daughter Leo, also a
Shepherdess, I felt devoted to the walk and did it for hours,
days and weeks.
Again, at the ALMA Observatory, that has the top of the
scientific world, I would meet a new Shepherdess like all,
full of wisdom and then felt how privileged I was. I knew
then, that I had the responsibility of sharing my work with
the world. It does not mean that pain no longer exists,
but the beauty of what one is able to receive is so great
regarding new things, that it becomes a rebirth. It is not a
matter of making pain go away or that one accepts it, but
one realizes how lucky one is to be able to overcome it.
In your work, do you feel that you can create consciousness?
How do you get there?
In the world we live today, I ask myself: what is the rush?
One has to give discovery space. I am interested in people
living their stories through my images, to evaluate what
happens to them when they see my images.
Nature gives you all you need, beginning from health to
the contemplation of spaces. There is still time in it, which
is the opposite of the way we are living today, where
everything is here and now.
The person standing in from of one of my photographs,
looks at it again, what I am showing, in addition to seeing
the natural beauty will change the perspective os what
nature is and that necessary pause will take place.
With my work, I am not providing statistics, but instead,
life’s cycles. Beyond what we can suffer in terms of
global warming, one must walk in the direction of doing
something regarding personal vision, to specifically do
something for the planet. Art is my philosophy of life.
When one has self-respect, one transmits it.

da— ocupa gran parte del espael museo, permitiendo desplen recorrido artístico estructuran torno a tres ejes. La primera
se vincula a su inspiración en
rmas y creaciones de las culturecolombinas. Luego las obras
man la influencia de las tonalis y horizontes del paisaje del
de Chile y se desarrollan desde
as más cerradas hasta otras más
nicas y abiertas.
tercera etapa corresponde a su
do europeo, donde las creaciovolucionan desde lo orgánico
los bloques constructivos, mude ellos realizados en porcelana
a con vetas de arcilla de color.

lona) se ancla en la arcilla o cerámica,
pero no cesa de experimentar con
ella, mezclándola con pigmentos y
residuos volcánicos y mineros —la
inquietud ambiental es otra variable
relevante en su trabajo—, lo que da
lugar a una materialidad que cambia
y evoluciona .

DIMENSIÓN EDUCATIVA

exhibiría en prestigiosas galerías europeas, en especial en Gran Bretaña y
Francia, en lugares como la Gallerie
Besson, el New Arts Centre y la Parafin Gallery de Londres o en museos
como el Victoria and Albert Museum.
En esta larga vitrina también hay
vestigios y maquetas de las esculturas que ha montado en espacios públicos. Entre ellas “Out of Sync”, tal
vez su creación más famosa, una
instalación que desplegó diez mil
narcisos de arcilla —cada uno distinto del otro y teñidos con polvos
procedentes de relaves— en la majestuosa plaza central de Somerset
House, durante los Juegos Olímpicos de Londres.

“Ojalá que el visitante entienda
que en cada obra el material está inventado por mí. La libertad artística
que hoy siento, sumada a mi experiencia de trabajo con la arcilla, me
da la posibilidad de experimentar
con sus infinitas posibilidades en

JUAN EDUARDO LÓPEZ

Award, Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, March 30 2017 by R. de la Sotta, Chile
La instalación que Casasempere emplazó en el hall central del museo le hace un guiño a “Out of Sync”, la obra que
desplegó en Londres y que hoy está en Antofagasta.

Interview, YA Magazine, El Mercurio Newspaper, July 11 2017 by Gabriela Garcia, Chile

done by Jodorowsky, “Unending Poetry” (Poesia sin fin),
where we worked with gigantic photographs of more than
6 meters and in movement.

OBTUVO MENCIÓN HONROSA EN EL 9° ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL COLOR AWARDS:

Certamen fotográfico destaca a Denise Lira
Fue reconocida una imagen de la serie sobre el Desierto de Atacama de la artista chilena.
R. DE LA SOTTA D.

S

“Desierto de
Atacama”,
de la trilogía
“Ciclos naturales de la
naturaleza”,
la fotografía
destacada
de Denise Lira
Ratinoff.

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

u obra visual suele ser presentada en ferias neoyorquinas como Pinta Art Fair y
The Armory Show. Y ahora la
chilena Denise Lira Ratinoff
obtuvo una mención honrosa
en el 9° Annual International
Color Awards. Una fotografía
de su serie sobre el Desierto de
Atacama fue destacada entre
5.678 imágenes provenientes
de 78 países.
“Es uno de los concursos de
fotografía a color más importantes del mundo. Postulé con
una sola fotografía, en la categoría de arte. El solo hecho de
que los jurados la vieran era
impresionante, pues vienen de
distintos ámbitos, galerías,
museos y editoriales”, cuenta
Denise Lira Ratinoff.

Entre otros, integran el jurado
representantes de la Whitechapel Gallery de Londres, de las
agencias DB de Milán y DDB de
Berlín, del InStyle Magazine de
Nueva York y de la National Gallery of Victoria, de Melbourne.
“Esto es un tremendo honor.
Aparte de ser la única chilena, es

también un reconocimiento a
mi país, el que estoy retratando.
Estuve ocho años fotografiando
los glaciares y los últimos cuatro
años los dediqué a terminar mi
última serie sobre el Desierto de
Atacama. Ahí viví lo que es salir
a las tres de la mañana y llegar a
una cumbre; subí el Licancabur,

el Láscar y el Toco. Esto me indica que estoy en el camino correcto. Soy una artista de la calle, no hago mi obra encerrada
en el taller”, agrega la creadora.
Y adelanta que a partir del 10
de abril habrá una muestra física de las imágenes y luego se
publicarán un volumen impreso, para el cual le pidieron un
comentario, y un video.
Tras haber residido en Estados Unidos, Lira Ratinoff retornó a Chile el año pasado. Y
por primera vez reunió toda su
producción, que estaba desperdigada en bodegas en varios
países. “Los próximos tres meses estaré terminando un proyecto retrospectivo de los últimos 20 años de mi obra, que involucra grabados, dibujos, instalaciones, pintura, fotografía
y texto”, cuenta.

It received an Honorary Mention at the 9th. Annual
International Color Awards

Photography contest distinguished
Denise Lira
An image was recognized in the series of the Atacama
Desert from the Chilean artist.
R. De la Sotta D.
Desierto de Atacama (Atacama Desert) from the trilogy
“Natural Cycles of Nature” the recognized photograph by
Denise Lira-Ratinoff
Her visual work is often shown in fairs in New York, such as
Pinta Art Fair
and the Armory Show. And now the Chilean artist Denise
Lira-Ratinoff received and Honorary Mention at the 9th.,
Annual International Color Awards.
A photograph of her series regarding the Desert of
Atacama was distinguished amongst the 5,678 images
from 78 countries.
“It is one of the most important photography contests
in the world. I entered it with just one photograph, in
the art category. Just the fact that the Jury saw it was
impressive, since they came from different parts of the
world, galleries, museums and publishing companies”, says
Denise Lira-Ratinoff. Among others, the Jury is formed by
representatives from the Whitechapel

Ten years ago and after her father’s death, she threw herself
towards registering glaciers and oceans around the world.
Was that work therapeutic?

Gallery in London, Agencies DB from Milan and DDB from
Berlin, from the InStyle magazine from New York and the
National Gallery from Victoria in Melbourne.
“This is a great honor. Apart from being the only Chilean,
it is also an acknowledgement to my country, which I
am photographing. I spent eight years photographing
the glaciers and the last four years I dedicated them to
completing the series about the Atacama Desert. There I
experienced what it is like to leave at 3am and reach the
peak at 11am. I climbed Licancabur, Lascar and Toco. This
shows me that I am in the right path. I am a street artist, I
do not do my work locked in a workshop”, adds the creator.
She adds that starting April 10th., there will be a physical
show of the images and they will be published in print, for
which they asked her for her commentaries and a video.
After living in the USA, Lira-Ratinoff returned to Chile
last year. And for the first time she put together all her
production, that was scattered in storages in several
countries.
“In the next three months I will be finishing a retrospective
project of the last 20 years of my work, that will include
etchings, drawings, installations, paintings, photography
and texts”, she tells.

“It is important to do what one feels and
follow one’s instincts”
“After obtaining a recognition as an artist focused in
installations, I decided to make them in unexpected places”.
She started doing installations in the public landscape. When
did she know that Photography was her thing?
In 1998, the highway became my workshop and for a
long period of time I experimented with straw bundles,
boldo, bricks and iron. The body speaks to you. I follow the
instincts and in very little time, I was using them in large
scales in established locations for the visual arts. After being
recognized as an artists focusing in installations using
organic matters, I decided to have them in unexpected
locations. It was then that by using advertising adds of
12 meters long by 4 meters high, my photographs were
shown in a different context.

For me, therapy is impossible to take place when it faces
the strength of nature, since one basically has to be
100% present and aware of each step that one gives
and careful about what can happen. Weather is the most
external factor controlling the expedition day by day and
internally, the physical state driving the spirit in search of
each breathe. This project started with a beginning and
an end. I always knew that each series would take a couple
of years and later I gathered all the material in order to
work in a platform where to reflect how global warming
is affecting us in different ways. The feeling of the passage
of time and its urgency, led me to photograph as a witness,
the glaciers of Patagonia. Wind was the constant beat, the
soaring and changeable ocean contingent on when the
glaciers feel in pieces. You can always hear the crushing of
the ice,simultaneously living and dying. The glaciers allow
you to see what no longer exists, what has already melted.
That disappearance remains in our memory and allows us
to see the world in a different perspective.
Your participated in the Women Photographers Conference
and you were nominated for the 10 Yearly and International
Color Photographs Awards around the world. What does this
recognition mean?
I feel fortunate to be able to share my gaze. To be able to be
recognized through each portrait of nature motivates me
enormously, since it implies that there is a consciousness
and it is being valued as a different gaze, facing the answer
to each one of my images.

You got a Master in the United States. What did you learn?

To have the privilege to reach places with great difficulties,
heights of more than 6,000 meters or minus 20 degrees
temperatures, is something that I have the need to
communicate. It is important to do what one feels and
follow one’s instincts.

To get a Master is to dedicate inaelf completely to a
discipline and exclusively to your own focusing. I decided
to learn the photographic process in its entirety, having to
adapt to the digital world, in order not to be extinct and to
develop everything that happens after capturing an image.
I specialized in photographic post production, applying it
as well to the audio-visual world. For example, the last film

CHILEAN ARTIST Nominated for the 10th Annual and
International Awards for her photograph “ALMA” With
Patricio Aguilar she has a company dedicated to the
broadcasting art production and audiovisuals. In addition,
her work is in prestigious libraries of museums such as the
Solomon R.Guggenheim, the MOMA and the Pompidou in
Paris among others.

Interview, La Panera Magazine, November 2017 by Montserrat Rojas Corrad, Chile

Denise Lira-Ratinoff is a multidisciplinary artist. She got
started in painting and etchings.
Her interest for the materials, organic textures and her new
uses in the arts, takes her to big scale Installations, where
she incorporates and gives photography great significance,
initiating her great project “BREATHE - RESPIRAR” an
intimate look at the Chilean landscape.
How did you get to work on this series/photographic trilogy?
“ Two things took place that led me to Photography and
finally to BREATHE - RESPIRAR project, that I have been
working on for a decade. On one hand, my installations
with organic matters were located in public space, nontraditional ones, where I applied the approach in four ways:
contain, transfer, build and feed. The works site specific
“Km 9”, “Nictagenias” or “Bermuda Grass”, generated a
new context, I questioned myself about the importance
of the use of non-traditional methods in the arts, such
as photography displayed in advertisements mediums,
besides I extended the proposal to complementary formats,
such as stamps and postcards, experimenting the state
of the trip. “At First Sight II”, installed in an unwelcoming
loading deck for six hours (which did obtain the award of
BEST ART EVENT OF THE YEAR, in Atlanta), confirmed that
it was the right path.

Visual Arts
The Photographic Trilogy by Denise Lira-Ratinoff sparks off
an alert regarding our planetary responsibility.

THE EFFICACY OF BEAUTY TO UNDERSTAND
THE CYCLE OF LI FE
Between December 6 and January 19, Denise Lira-Ratinoff
will present at the Patricia Ready Gallery her exhibition “
BREATHE - RESPIRAR “, a photography series that reflects
about time, the body and climate change. “It is my intention
with this trilogy to generate a consciousness of being on
a permanent alert, hopefully as a lifestyle and work in a
platform where we will reflect on how global warming is
affecting us in different ways. There is no life without water.
This is a reality that needs no translation; says the artist.
Montserrat Rojas Corradi

Another important fact was the finding of an ailment,
which forced me to change the course of my work,
stimulating intense introspection in regards to the body,
travel and time. This vital experience led me to reflect
about the vanishing of my being in Nature.
For me, Photography is an inter-view, it is a way of of
looking, where I can only see and observe the dialogue
of the audience with the beauty, while experimenting a
sensory depth.
“BREATHE - RESPIRAR is a Photographic trilogy of the
planet.

glaciers, its surface and shapes have a smaller duration
than the one of a rock, due to its composition or its own
matter. Oceans also change and the portraits of these
waters are ephemeral instances within the trilogy, they
are images of fractions of a second. In order to capture
them, I spent hours searching for them. The layers of sand
in the desert also have a factor of constant variation and
as time goes by, different drawing appear that are unique
and unrepeatable, where light is another component that
marks its wear.
The experiences, the body and the perception of Nature
are the representation of my time, reflected in images
invoking a territorial and spiritual summary. After 10 years
of work, the trilogy is complete, nevertheless it will never
be the same, since the photographed objects transmute.
These images acquire a different connotation as we get
afar from the moment they were done.
The making of this process for this trilogy always had an
exact timing regarding dedication and organization to
achieve each image. It was born with a beginning and
an end. Six years of expeditions in different geographic
regions in Chile turned this proposal composed by the
series “Glaciers”, “Deserts” and “Oceans”, the last ones
photographed in various different parts of the world. Each
series required tow years of research and finally a couple
more years to raise and find the necessary dialogues
among them and develop various exhibitions.
YOUR ART WORK “AT FIRST SIGHT II”, INSTALLED AT AN
UNWELCOMING LOADING DOCK FOR SIX HOURS (WHICH
DID OBTAIN THE AWARD OF BEST ART EVENT OF THE YEAR,
IN ATLANTA) REAFFIRMS THAT YOUR NEW PATH IS HEADED
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION.
An image implies an action, in your photographs, your body
is a fundamental part; in what way do they become a work of
performance?

You say that Photography is related to time; how does time
influence this Exhibition, and in which way does it determine
the creative process in your projects?

“ I am interested in the outcome of my body as a work
instrument. I often took it to the limit of my strength
in order to reach the desired place, it was then that the
collapse happened. I believe that I was at a very fine line
between life and death, and it was then when I mostly

“Each image of “BREATHE - RESPIRAR”, is an unrepeatable
fact, made in a very precise time-frame and it has to do
with being alert to that exact instant that will not repeat
itself. Climate is a modeling factor for ice, water, sand,
rocks and dirt, that generates a different sculpting work.
The images of the trilogy reveal these different stages of
the passage of time in the geography. In the case of the

felt the importance of time and the presence of the
moment. I learned how to breathe that went hand in had
with the awareness of walking with consciousness. TODAY
was what really mattered, the eternity of the instant. All
the photographs were taken with my feet on the ground,
on a vessel as well as in the water. No aerial photography
has ever taken place. My point of view stands from this

posture, the moment that I photograph the landscape,
my body is a part of the construction of the landscape.
This performance will always remain hidden behind the
camera, since we will finally only see the image.
‘BREATHE - RESPIRAR” is related to the Chilean territory, these
images allow us to get close to an unreachable geography.
Do you think that the photographs compose a new imagery
of the Chilean landscape?
I somehow think it does. It has a sublime gaze of these
portraits of Nature, where i convey
combinations of forms, textures and colors, as varied as the
Chilean landscape itself.
In particular, being an abstract approach, I think that my
view carries a more profound intimacy
that I intend to transmit when I observe the spectator’s
reaction, when at first sight is not clearly clarifying what
he is seeing. There is no doubt that it is a gaze that can
contribute towards the imaginary and mainly to the
perception and reflection of the essence. It is my desire to
invite
viewers to a place that they are not familiar with. The
viewer is guided from one image to the next and finally
towards a new construction of a visual territory that is not
a part of a seized visualization, such as postcards which
evoke an unknown perception, therefore intriguing this
confrontation of the senses is unpredictable, which makes
us observe and further observe, as a way of listening as
well.
Looking at your series, climate change comes to mind, how
could the photography generate a reflection in terms of this
essential subject of the 21st. Century?
“After these long expeditions, I feel the need and the
responsibility to make a call, this time from the portraits of
Nature standpoint shown through art, of something that
affects all of humanity: CLIMATE CHANGE. Scientists have
been warning about the evidence of the fact. For more
than 40 years this has been predicted as a possibility in
terms of warning, but today it is a fact. The largest glaciers
of the mountains are already disappearing at a frightening
speed. I hope with this trilogy to generate a reflection,
to find awareness and be on a permanent state of alert,
hopefully as a lifestyle and work on a platform that will
reflect how global warming is affecting us in different
ways. There is no life without water. This is a reality that
needs no translation.

Review, El Mercurio Newspaper,Japan, November 16 2017 by Daniela Silva Astorga, Chile
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the ALMA Observatory and gave a talk at the National Museum of Fine Arts. And now, also as a product of the bond
between Japan and Chile, 12 national artists travelled to
Tokyo and Nagoya, to present their works and research as
a continuation of the Biennial.

POR LOS 120 AÑOS DE RELACIÓN DIPLOMÁTICA ENTRE AMBOS PAÍSES:

Doce artistas chilenos
exponen en Japón
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“12:02:18. Desert 101”, fotografía de la serie “Desert Lascar (volcano)”, que la artista Denise Lira-Ratinoff presenta en “Ondas y ondulaciones”, en Tokio.
es para cruzar las culturas sísmicas
de los dos países. Y la muestra fue en
el recinto del JICA, porque ellos le
donaron a Chile un museo orientado
a la cultura tectónica, que la Onemi
se encargará de levantar. Así, se busca es que exista un acuerdo marco de
cooperación cultural, que se complemente con un intercambio científico
y tecnológico”, dice Enrique Rivera.
Y sobre estas actividades en Japón
—organizadas por la Corporación
Chilena de Video—, comenta que
concluirán mañana en la Universidad de Nanzan (Nagoya), donde se
reunirán con artistas japoneses.

For the 120 years of diplomatic relationship between both countries: twelve
chilean artists have an exhibit in Japan
Daniela Silva Astorga
As and extension of the 13th Medial Art Biennial, that
took place during October in Santiago, the group has performed concerts and talks, besides an exhibition in Tokyo.
“12.02.18. Desert 101”, Photography from the series “Desert
Lascar (volcano) that artist Denise Lira-Ratinoff presents in
“Waves and Ripples” in Tokyo.
The recent Medial Art Biennial gathered in 13 spaces of
exhibits in Santiago and under the concept “tremor”, one
hundred foreign and local authors. Among the later, Norimichi Hirakawa from Japan attended. He did a Residency at

vuelta por el centro. La Conmoción era un
espectáculo aparte”, rememora.
Iquiqueño de nacimiento, luego de lanzar el disco “Tiraneño” (2014), una investigación suya acerca de las etapas de la
fiesta de La Tirana, Sanhueza regresó al
norte para emprender nuevos proyectos
musicales, como el que esta noche presentará en el Teatro Nescafé de las Artes.
“Tambobrass es la reunión entre músicos y amigos. En aimara, ‘tambo’ es lugar
de encuentros. Yo creé un cobijo entre el
desierto y el mar”, dice. En el concierto
presentará el material que creó para el disco “Tambobrass acústica”, una especie de
carnaval abstracto o imaginario, donde
Sanhueza fusiona el sonido de esas bandas de bronces de las fiestas de los patro-

píritu y el sonido incorporados”, refiere.
La banda acústica está formada por músicos de Santiago, como Sebastián Almarza (piano), Federico Faure (bajo) y Raúl
Aliaga (batería), todos integrantes de
Congreso, además del virtuoso guitarrista
Simón González. “Si bien tenemos momentos de música de bronces, veo esta
propuesta más como una plegaria que como un carnaval. Tiene mucho recogimiento y espacio para la poesía”, adelanta.
“Apelamos a la pérdida de las tradiciones de los pueblos nortinos, donde muchas veces los jóvenes se desconectan de
su tierra y quedan los viejos solos. La migración es producto del sistema de modernidad en que vivimos. Pero hay pueblos
donde la gente está regresando”, cierra.

They also inaugurated an exhibition at the JICA Global Plaza, a space for the International Cooperation Agency in Japan. There, through November 29, the Photographic work
of Lira-Ratinoff will be shown as well and an installation
by Petrovich, along with the work of Seismic Sound Lab, a
piece that registers Seismic information between 2010 and
2017 and a selection of documents from the first Seismic
Observatory in Chile, lead by French Scientist Fernando
Montessus de Ballore.
“Since at the Medial Art Biennial, we focus on earthquakes,
this invitation to Japan is to cross the two Seismic cultures
of the two countries. The exhibition took place at the JICA
location, since they made a donation to Chile of a Museum
oriented towards tectonic culture, that ONEMI will be responsible to develop. This is in search for an agreement for
culture cooperation that will complement itself with the
scientific and technological aspects”, states
Enrique Rivera. And in regard to these activities in Japan
- organized by the Chilean Video Corporation - he states
that they will end tomorrow at the Nanzan University in
Nagoya, where the Japanese artists will gather.

“05:59:20 agua 902”, de la serie Océanos. Este fue el elemento más complejo, para lo
cual recorrió los cinco océanos, en las más diversas embarcaciones.
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scendió montañas sin ser andinista, como también aprendió a
moverse en distintas aguas y a
detener —en la imagen— el progresivo
derretimiento de los hielos. La naturaleza en su esplendor se despliega en las
fotografías de Denise Lira-Ratinoff,
subrayando tanto su majestuosidad como su fragilidad y poniendo en tensión
lo perenne con lo efímero.
Su obra, Denise Lira la ha concebido
como un proceso, en una iniciativa que
evoca la de artistas como Richard
Long, que emprende largas caminatas
por solitarios parajes que va plasmando; sin embargo, las fotografías de ella
no alteran en absoluto el escenario en
el cual se posa. Al contrario de este emblemático representante del Land Art,
las únicas intervenciones en las obras
de Lira son las huellas que deja el viento en las laderas del desierto o en la
cresta de las olas, o la fatal ruptura de
un fragmento de hielo que se desploma de un glaciar.
“Mi trabajo habla de la importancia
del tiempo, por eso los títulos de mis
fotografías incorporan la hora exacta
en que fueron tomadas; también del
uso del cuerpo, que me transporta hacia donde quiero llegar y que tengo
que acondicionar para cada experiencia. A la vez, mi obra plantea una alerta ante el cambio climático, pues el deterioro se está acelerando, los animales están muriendo en el océano, los
mares se han industrializado. Estamos en un momento álgido”, expresa
esta artista, que inaugurará el 6 de diciembre su muestra “Breathe-Respirar”, en galería Patricia Ready, y simultáneamente está exponiendo en
Japón y Alemania.
La exposición en Santiago consta de
25 fotografías de gran formato, montadas en la sala principal de esta galería, y una secuencia, en mediano formato, en el muro de acceso, acompañada de textos alusivos al clima y los
volcanes (de Maisa Rojas Corradi y de
Moyra Gardeweg, respectivamente).
Asimismo, exhibe una serie de videos
que documentan sus expediciones, en
un original montaje con teléfonos y en
los cuales la agitada respiración de la

“10:20:30 hielo 30”, de la serie Glaciares. Arriba, la fotógrafa durante la expedición
para su primera serie Glaciares, realizada en la Patagonia, hace 10 años.
del escenario natural que va conquistando: afinando paso a paso la mirada, capta primeros planos de texturas, movimientos, colores y formas,
en el estado más puro imaginable.
Ella se define como una “retratista de
naturaleza” y explica: “Me encanta la
diversidad geográfica de nuestro planeta, y quería mostrarla. Algunos creen que algunas de mis tomas son aéreas, pero siempre fotografié con los
pies sobre la tierra, o en barcos, en el
caso del agua”.

“09:27:27 desierto 669”, de su última serie, Desierto. La artista viajó al desierto de
Atacama, donde, entre otras cosas, ascendió al volcán Licancabur.
artista, conjugada con el vendaval,
dan cuenta del esfuerzo físico desplegado para alcanzar el lugar donde capturó cada imagen.
La primera etapa de su trilogía fue la
de los hielos, abordada en una serie de
viajes a Patagonia, hace 10 años; luego
se enfocó en el agua, que fue el elemento más complejo, para lo cual recorrió
los cinco océanos en las más diversas

embarcaciones, y finalmente, atacó el
desierto de Atacama. “Estas experiencias cambiaron mi vida y si bien yo
siempre he sido bien deportista, tuve
que prepararme mucho y entrenar para lograr, por ejemplo, ascender el volcán Licancabur, que tiene 5.916 metros
y cuatro tipos de suelos”, destaca.
Denise Lira no se considera una
paisajista, pues le interesan detalles

GEOMETRÍAS EN LA NATURALEZA
Durante sus expediciones va anotando ideas o grabando videos; por ejemplo, en Fort Lauderdale, en 2010, rumbo al Caribe, escribió lo siguiente: “El
agua me enseñó, aquí como en otros
océanos, que no se contiene a sí misma,
que no tiene límites y por eso mis fotografías capturan mares infinitos”.
Se afana, además, en buscar geometrías dentro de la naturaleza, tal como
Paul Cézanne, de quien se siente cercana. “A la vez, me apasiona la ciencia, el
clima es un factor fundamental en las
expediciones y en el resultado de la
obra, por eso lo he estudiado, también
frecuenté el Observatorio ALMA durante mi estadía en el desierto”, revela.

Tan cerca de las estrellas como de la
tierra, ella trabó amistad en San Pedro
con una pastora atacameña nonagenaria, a quien siguió durante casi un
año con sus animales, en sus trashumancias. Es una obra aún inédita, en
la cual la presencia humana en esta
naturaleza extrema cobra un particular simbolismo.
En el plano técnico, es extraordinariamente meticulosa en la forma de
planificar, ejecutar y procesar su trabajo. Su casa editora es Grieger, en Dusseldorf, Alemania, que es el laboratorio
donde trabajan connotados fotógrafos
internacionales, como Andreas
Gursky. “Denise captura aspectos y
paisajes de nuestro planeta en sus fotografías que no han sido anteriormente
observados”, comenta Hannah Pierce,
de Grieger, quien trabajó con ella en la
producción de esta serie.
Finalmente, Justo Pastor Mellado, en
su texto del catálogo, destaca que para
Denise Lira “el mundo es un yacimiento de maravillas por descubrir, en la era
en que ya todo parece haber sido descubierto”. Sin embargo, es un yacimiento amenazado, y eso late en cada
imagen, en cada sutil detalle de prodigiosa belleza que ella captura y preserva, para nuestra conciencia o para
nuestra memoria futura.

My work talks about the importance of time, that is the reason why my photographs incorporate the exact time when
they were taken; as well as the use of the body, that transports me where I want to reach and that I want to prepare
for each experience. At the same time, my work prepares
an alert towards climate change, since the damage is accelerating.

YA EN MARCHA EN SU DIMENSIÓN VIRTUAL, EL CENTRO FÍSICO ABRIRÁ SUS PUERTAS EN 2018:

Un centro cultural para García
Márquez en Cartagena de Indias
En el Palacio de la Proclamación de la ciudad colombiana avanza el “Centro Gabo”. Su objetivo no es
ser un lugar de peregrinaje, sino llevar las ideas del premio Nobel a las nuevas generaciones.

At the Patricia Ready Gallery, from December 7 to January
2017

Las dependencias del CeDA están un piso más arriba que la Galería D21,
en el histórico edificio de Nueva de Lyon con Providencia.
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or los distintos hitos turísticos de Cartagena de Indias hay una huella de Gabriel
García Márquez. Dicen que en la famosa
Plaza Bolívar el joven periodista y aspirante
a escritor pasó su primera noche en la ciudad, cuando llegó como estudiante de la
Universidad de Cartagena para luego convertirse en un incipiente reportero para el
diario El Universal. En tanto, en la Alianza
Francesa de la ciudad, la Catedral de Santa
Catalina o el Paseo de los Dulces es posible
identificar algunos de los escenarios de “El
amor en los tiempos del cólera”, una de sus
novelas más icónicas.
Se trata, sin embargo, de datos que solo los
fanáticos conocen, ya que no hay placas ni
señas que identifiquen de forma clara el paso
de García Márquez por la ciudad, la que terminó cautivando al premio Nobel: la eligió
como una de sus residencias permanentes y
fue allí donde a mediados de los años 90 fundó la reconocida Fundación para el Nuevo
Periodismo Iberoamericano (FNPI).
Es esta fundación, junto con el Ministerio
de Tecnologías de la Información y las Comunicaciones (MinTIC) de Colombia, la
que se encargará de darle un homenaje a la
medida de García Márquez, con la puesta
en marcha, el segundo semestre de 2018, del
llamado “Centro Gabo”, un espacio cultural creado a partir de una “Ley de Honores”
tras la muerte del escritor y periodista colombiano, en 2014.
Su objetivo es lograr la “apropiación social del legado en movimiento” de García
Márquez, es decir, “extender más allá del círculo de periodistas y comunicadores el rol
educacional y social de su proyecto”, explica
Jaime Abello, director de la FNPI.
La idea vino del mismo premio Nobel,
cuando, a raíz del aniversario número 15 de
la FNPI, en 2010, se comenzó a pensar en un
centro cultural para su legado y “qué podíamos imprimirle de la genética y forma de ser
de la Fundación, que es la fundación de él, al
fin y al cabo”, señala Abello.
“Gabo era alérgico a los homenajes”,
ahonda. “Le interesaba más bien la forma-

ANALIZARÁN OBRAS CONTEMPORÁNEAS:

CeDA, un nuevo Centro
de Estudios de Arte

Denise Lira, the Photographer of a
threatened nature
S

Cuatro coleccionistas conforman el directorio de
esta fundación, y Justo Pastor Mellado conduce
al grupo que investiga.
DANIELA SILVA ASTORGA

u motivación fue la escasez
de sitios de investigación que
reúnan las piezas dispersas del
arte contemporáneo chileno. En
especial, del creado por autores
que integran sus acervos, como
Eugenio Dittborn, Carlos Leppe, Gonzalo Díaz, Hernán Parada y Francisco Smythe. Por eso,
un grupo de coleccionistas, que
encabeza Pedro Montes, dueño
de la Galería Departamento 21
(D21), creó hace tres meses el
Centro de Estudios del Arte (CeDA) —mediante una fundación
privada— y convocó al crítico
de arte Justo Pastor Mellado como director de un equipo de tres
investigadores.
El CeDA, localizado en el
mismo edificio de D21, se dedica a difundir y a estudiar obras
clave que, en palabras de Mellado, “han definido las coordenadas de la escena plástica chilena
de las últimas cuatro décadas”.
Y el foco de su acción está en las
décadas de 1970 y 1980. “En ese
lapso, el espacio artístico experimentó unas aceleraciones formales fundamentales en lo que
a modelos de producción y de

discursos se refiere. Pero dicho
proceso ha sido insuficientemente conocido tanto en la historia local como en la latinoamericana”, señala Mellado.
Hasta ahora, el centro ha producido encuentros y trabajos de
rescate, como la plataforma web
CarlosLeppe.cl, sobre el artista,
que murió en 2015. También
lanzaron un boletín sobre él y
otro dedicado al poeta y artista
Ronald Kay, quien falleció en
septiembre. Ambos se pueden
descargar desde el sitio CeDa.cl.
Además, Mellado anuncia que
próximamente organizarán encuentros, seminarios e iniciativas del interés del directorio.
“La idea es construir una red
de colaboraciones. No necesariamente monetarias, sino intelectuales”, comenta Montes,
quien integra el directorio junto
con los coleccionistas Gabriel
Ossandón, Paula del Sol y Carlo
Solari. “Queremos —agrega—
generar una red de estudiosos
que nos aporten materiales de
investigación, y viceversa, para
darle más importancia al arte
chileno, que es quizás difícil de
entender y necesita más tiempo
y apertura de mente”.

It almost took a decade for this meticulous artist to complete a photographic trilogy that covers glaciers, waters
and desert. It is the result of expeditions to remote places,
that makes pristine and minimalistic images emerge.
El Palacio de la Proclamación fue comprometido por la Gobernación de Cartagena para albergar
el “Centro Gabo”. Tras su remodelación, debería abrir sus puertas el segundo semestre de 2018.

ción de nuevas generaciones. No queremos
hacer un monumento, sino que aterrizar el
pensamiento, intereses e ideas de García
Márquez, y ponerlos al alcance de la gente”.

DIMENSIÓN VIRTUAL

Si bien el “Centro Gabo” se situará en el
Palacio de la Proclamación, en pleno centro
histórico de Cartagena (y donde también
existirá un espacio para visitantes y turistas
a través de una exposición interactiva dedicada a su vida y obra), en la práctica ya está
en funcionamiento en su dimensión virtual
(a través del sitio Centrogabo.org), donde
existe una iniciativa para construir la “memoria colectiva” alrededor del escritor, con
un espacio para que todo aquel que lo haya
conocido comparta su experiencia.
Además, en 2016 se dio inicio a los talleres
con la realización del primer ciclo de “Cronicando” para niños y jóvenes vulnerables de

Marilú Ortiz de Rozas

Cartagena, y ya se ha empezado la primera
tarea de investigación sobre la obra más desconocida de García Márquez, con iniciativas
como la adquisición de algunos de los ejemplares de “El Comprimido”, diario de brevísima duración (apenas seis días) fundado
por el periodista en 1951 y llamado “el más
pequeño del mundo”.
“Hay mucho que investigar, obra que no
se ha explorado mucho y también lo que fue
su relación con el poder”, dice Jaime Abello.
“Fue amigo de Fidel Castro, de Bill Clinton,
de Gaviria y Betancourt en Colombia. Pero
iremos poco a poco, avanzaremos desde la
potencialidad que tenemos, empezaremos
desde las historias, el área que ya conocemos, y desde ahí vamos a ir expandiéndonos. Esperamos para eso construir una red
de alianzas internacionales y diversos apoyos para abarcar las distintas aristas de la vida de Gabo: el literato, el periodista, el educador, el luchador social”, concluye Abello.

“05:59:20 Water 902”, from the series Oceans. This was
the most complex subject, for which she travelled to five
oceans in varios boats.
“10:20:30 Ice 30”, from the series Glaciers. Above, the photographer during her first expedition for her series Glaciers,
that took place in Patagonia 10 years ago.
“09:27:27 Desert 669”, from the series Desert. The artist
travelled to the Desert of Atacama, where among other
things, she claimed the Licancabur volcano.
She climbed mountains without being a mountaineer, just
like she learned to move in different waters and to stop in the image - the progressive melting of ice. Nature in all
its splendor unfolds in Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s photographs

underlining its majesty as well as its fragility and putting
under tension what is perennial versus what is ephemeral.
Her work, Denise Lira has conceived it as a process, with
an initiative that evokes artists like Richard Long, who
goes through long walks in solitary places that he gives
expression to, nevertheless her photographs do not alter
in any way the scenery in which they take place. On the
contrary, in this emblematic representative of Land Art, the
only interventions in Lira’s work are the footprints that the
wind leaves on the slopes of the desert or at the top of the
waves, or the fatal rupture that a fragment of ice that falls
from a glacier.

Casi una década demoró esta meticulosa artista en completar una trilogía
fotográfica que aborda glaciares, aguas y desierto. Es el resultado de expediciones
en sitios extremos, que plasma en prístinas y minimalistas imágenes.

GENTILEZA FNPI

El proyecto de Cristian Sanhueza fusiona el sonido de los
bronces de las fiestas tradicionales con las músicas actuales.

ción en el JICA Global Plaza, un espacio de la Agencia de Cooperación Internacional de Japón. Ahí, hasta el 29
de noviembre, se presentarán la obra
fotográfica de Lira-Ratinoff y una
instalación de Petrovich, junto con el
trabajo del Seismic Sound Lab —una
pieza que registra datos sísmicos de
entre 2010 y 2017— y una selección
de documentos del primer observatorio sismológico de Chile, liderado
por el científico francés Fernando
Montessus de Ballore.
“Como en la Bienal de Artes Mediales trabajamos enfocados en los
terremotos, esta invitación a Japón

Denise Lira, la retratista de
una naturaleza amenazada

© DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

In this tour, that is in honor of the 120 years of diplomatic
relations between the two countries, the Director Enrique
Rivera participates, the Researcher Valentina Montero, the
TAMBOBRASS ACÚSTICA
EL NESCAFÉ
LAS ARTES: Aspee, the MusiOrganizers
CatalinaEN Ossa
andDEFlorencia
cian
Carlos
Cabezas,
the
Architect
El carnaval imaginario Juan Jose Aldunce, the
Artists Denise Lira-Ratinoff, Agnez Paz, Mirko Petrovich, Seque llega desde el norte
bastian Jatz, Andres Terrisse and Nicolas Quiroz.
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L

a reciente Bienal de Artes Mediales reunió, en 13 espacios de
exposición santiaguinos y bajo
el concepto de ‘temblor’, a un centenar de autores locales y extranjeros.
Entre los últimos estuvo el japonés Norimichi Hirakawa, quien
realizó una residencia
en el observatorio ALMA y dio una charla
en el Museo Nacional
de Bellas Artes. Y ahora, también fruto del
vínculo entre Japón y
Chile, 12 artistas nacionales viajaron a Tokio y Nagoya, para resentar sus obras e investigaciones como
una prolongación de
la bienal.
En esta gira, que se
enmarca en las conmemoraciones de los
120 años de relación
diplomática entre ambos países, participan
—además del director
de la bienal, Enrique
Rivera— la investigadora Valentina
Montero, las realizadoras Catalina
Ossa y Florencia Aspee, el músico
Carlos Cabezas, el arquitecto Juan
José Aldunce y los artistas Denise Lira-Ratinoff, Agnez Paz, Mirko Petrovich, Sebastián Jatz, Andrés Terrisse y Nicolás Quiroz.
El colectivo inició su viaje, apoyado por la Dirección de Asuntos Culturales de la Cancillería (Dirac), con
una serie de conferencias, mesas redondas y conciertos visuales, que se
realizaron hasta el 12 de noviembre
en el Intercommunication CenterNTT, de Tokio, institución referencial del arte y la ciencia en Asia.
También inauguraron una exposi-

EN GALERÍA PATRICIA READY, DEL 7 DE DICIEMBRE AL 19 DE ENERO:

MARILÚ ORTIZ DE ROZAS

Como una extensión de la 13ª Bienal de Artes
Mediales, que se realizó durante octubre en
Santiago, el grupo ha protagonizado conciertos
y charlas, además de una exhibición en Tokio.

DENISE LIRA-RATINOFF

DANIELA SILVA ASTORGA

SÁBADO 2 DE DICIEMBRE DE 2017
© JEFF BANKS
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Todos juntos. Tambobrass Acústica en vivo, hoy
a las 21:00.
Entradas:
$10.000 y
$15.000.

MARÍA FERNANDA PIZARRO/ARCHIVO CEDA
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Review, El Mercurio Newspaper, December 2 2017 by Marilú Ortiz de Rozas, Chile

Animals are dying in the ocean and seas have become
industrialized. We are in a critical moment, expresses the
artist, who will inaugurate on December 7th., her BREATHE
-RESPIRAR exhibition at the Patricia Ready Gallery and simultaneously is exhibiting in Japan and Germany.
The exhibit in Santiago will be composed of 25 photographs of large format, in the main room of this gallery and
a sequence of medium format in the access wall, accompanied by texts alluding to climate and volcanos (from Maisa
Rojas Corrode and Moyra Gardenweg, respectively).
In the same manner, she shows a series of videos that document her expeditions, in an original assembly with cellphones, in which the agitated breathing of the artist, along
with the gale, account for the physical effort displayed to
reach the place where she captured each image.
The fist stage of her trilogy was about Ice tackled with a
series of trips to Patagonia, 10 years ago; she then focused
on water, which was the most complex effort for which
she travelled to five oceans in different vessels, and finally attacked the desert of Atacama. “These experiences
changed my life and while I have always been a sports-loving person, I had to be well prepared and train to be able
to achieve, for example; climb the Licancabur volcano, that
is 5,916 meters high and has four different types of soil.”
Denise Lira does not consider herself a landscape artist,
since she is interested in the details of natural scenery that
she conquers: refining the gaze step by step, capturing first

Harper’s Bazaar Magazine, December 2017, Chile

flats of textures, movements, colors and forms, in the purest imaginable states.
She defines herself as a “nature photographer” and explains: “I love the geographic diversity of our planet and
I wanted to show it. Some believe that some of my shoots
are aerial, but I have always photographed with my feet on
the earth or in vessels, in the case of water”.
Geometries of Nature
During her exhibits, she writes ideas or records videos; for
example, in Fort Lauderdale in 2010, on her way to the Caribbean she wrote the following: “Water taught me, here
as in other oceans, that one should not contain oneself,
should have no limits and that for that reason, my photographs are able to capture infinite oceans”.

to bring in images that I call “Portraits of Nature”. For example, to clime up the 6,000 msn of the summits in the North
of Chile, to photograph a crater, to feel the strength of
the wind that outlines drawings in the curves of the sand
mountains, the light sparkles in the water undulations or
the grandiose mirrors of ice in Patagonia.

In the technical aspect, she is extraordinarily meticulous
in her planning and to execute and process her work. Her
Publishing House is Greiger in Dusseldorf, Germany, which
is the Laboratory where famous international photographers work, such as Andreas Gursky. “Denise captures
aspects and landscapes of our planet in her photographs
that have not been observed previously” comments Hannah Pierce, from Greiger, who worked with her in the production of this series.
Finally, Justo Pastor Mellado, in the text of the catalogue,
states that for Denise Lira “the world is a deposit of marvels
to be discovered”. Nevertheless, it is a threatened deposit
and that beats in each image, in each sutil detail of extraordinary beauty that she captures and preserves, for our conscience or for our future memory.

11:26:10 water 84, from the series Oceans © Denise Lira-Ratinoff

She also tries to find geometry within nature, just like Paul
Cézanne, with whom she feels close to. “At the same time,I
am passionate about science. Climate is the essential factor
in expeditions and her result of the work. That is the reason
why I have studies and also went to the ALMA Observatory
during my stay in the desert”, she reveals.
As close to the stars, as the earth, she made friends in San
Pedro with an ageless Shepherdess from Atacama, whom
she followed for about a year along with her animals, in her
season migration. It is still an unpublished work, in which
the human presence in this extreme nature has a particular
symbolism.

You go prepared and ready for what could happen to your
body while is surrenders to a demand far from everyday
life. You re counting up the breathing in a conscious way
as an engine of your interior rhythm, and you walk attentive to the signs of your physical sensations. It took a long
time to prepare that included periods of adaptation living
in geographic areas of major heights, accepting mentally
that it will not be easy, and where you will test your will to
arrive feeling in each way the rigors of Nature and return
with success and satisfaction of a messenger of remote
and unreachable places, bringing with you a summary of
forms, colors, textures at first instance, abstract.
The ascent is a profoundly existential moment where you
genuinely ask yourself what the true meanings of life are.
I mention the success of returning because it is very easy
to think that once you reach the summit, your mission is
accomplished, but descending can be even harder, more
dangerous: an experience that you do not see, but live.

Harpers Bazaar Magazine
by Denise Lira-Ratinoff
At first sight the photograph generates a strong impact
with its reproduction of reality, specifically when we are
dealing with places or extreme circumstances capturing
unique and unrepeatable instances that are shown in its
maximum potential.
For me, photography is an inter-view, a way of looking
where I can observe the interaction of viewers with the
images while they experiment a depth of the senses that
poses questions and makes them reflect.
In order to get a portrait, I first make an outline regarding
in which direction I wish to go ; then I think of how I can
get there, and once that decision is made, I see how I can
count with all the necessary elements, in order to be able

I want to convey the reflection that we must ask ourselves
as todays human beings regarding the state of fragility that
we have reached in terms of climate balance. The huge
glaciers in the mountains are disappearing at a frightening
speed.
What can be seen in my photographs is already gone or is
in danger of being gone.
Each photograph is a testimony of beauty that I built
throughout my expeditions, in this manner by showing
them, I have the hope that each person can receive this
message that combines beauty and a state of alert as well.
To transmit this life experience leaves you with a legacy of
humility towards the perception of the world. It is a before
and after.
Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s exhibition is a photographic journey
regarding our planet Earth and its constant beat in each
cycle. It will open on December 6, 2017.

Interview, Mas Deco Magazine, La Tercera Newspaper, December 9 2017 by Soledad Garcia Huidobro, Chile

It took six years of expeditions through glaciers, oceans,
mountains and volcanos and two additional years, to discover a dialogue with each image. This was the heaven
that Denise Lira-Ratinoff accomplished in order to reach
what the Patricia Ready Gallery exhibits today.

After a long physical training process and above all learning how to walk conscientiously, I realized that the body
is not only the means of transportation, but one’s mind is
what makes you achieve the focus of the mission; that was
the experience, the crater in its constant activity.

“Everything born from a feeling and and awareness regarding life’s cycles. In this Photography exhibition, I present
my experience and gaze at how one relates to each cycle;
if you realize that at all times you are being a part of this
constant and unrepeatable, in each step that you give and
each breathe, you are always a part of that gestalt”, says
the artist.

Being able to become a part of that immensity, I felt the
need for balance, the amazement in front of my eyes, the
fragility of the instant, the responsibility of taking this experience as a messenger of nature and to be a witness of
part of the origin of the Earth with the idea of sharing it
with the world. To be in constant alert, climate being the
fundamental factor of each decision and to endure the
hardships of heights, polar winds, temperatures and long
hours. To be able to stand at more than 5,500 meters above
sea level in order to bring a gift of extreme Nature was my
biggest joy. I took that great test, in terms of a challenge,
where each breathe is a harsh landing on earth, since you
can often face possible mental disorders, such as hypoxia
and that you may not be aware that it is happening.

This is her second exhibition at the Patricia Ready Gallery,
which in her opinion has been a widening of horizons.
“To be able to create, design and set up an exhibition in a
space of great format is a beautiful challenge, which allows
you to freely express the ideas that are immersed in the
development of the search of years of study. It is also important to mention each person who works at the Gallery;
nothing could be the same without their constant support
and dedication”, says Denise.

BREATHE - RESPIRAR
This is the name of the Trilogy that the artist Denise Lira-Ratinoff is presenting at the Patricia Ready Gallery from
December 7, through January 19, 2018.
A deep reflection regarding the importance of time, the
body as a vehicle for the conscience and climatic change
as a latent factor.
by Soledad Garcia-Huidobro
Portrait by Jaime Palma photographs by Denise Lira-Rartinoff
The artist will conduct a guided visit on Saturday, December 16 at 11am at the Patricia Ready Gallery. In the main
room of the Gallery, 25 color photographs of different formats will be in the exhibition. They were produced in Germany especially for this show.
IN THIS EXHIBITION YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE A SERIES OF
PORTRAITS WHERE NATURE IS BROUGHT IN TO ESTABLISH
A DIALOGUE WITH US AND AMONG THEMSELVES, WITH
THE INTENTION OF MAKING THE CONNECTION WITH THE
HUMAN BEING. says Denise

For this exhibition the artist worked without frontiers; the
production of the works was made in Germany, the 3D
simulations and the edition of the videos was assembled
as well in Germany, while the sound and graphic designs,
as well as the montage, In Chile, making its visibility possible in three continents.
You have traveled around the world in dangerous expeditions, which are the most adverse circumstances that you
have encountered?
Each trip taught me something different in regards to
hardships, each place in regard to the scenery in which I
had to carry out left me with very latent experiences.
These experiences leave you with a legacy of humility in
regard to your perception of the world. It is a before and
after.
The ice and the rocks ask for different balances according
to their weight. In addition, you walk through vertical terrains ascending and descending.
You have to train your balance to the universe of undulations, that show you the waters around you, when you navigate for several hours. If the main component is resistance,
in every aspect, climbing the mountains were the riskier
expeditions. An example, the first time I climbed the Lascar
volcano in the North of Chile.

Within you, there is great concentration in order to advance slowly, climbing a terrain full of rocks and loose
stones, trying to be as conscious as possible, feeling the
joy of breathing.
After this return, I know that I learned about bravery and
strength and that if one does not have its own conviction,
one would never be sharing the satisfaction of obtaining
and showing each one of these “Portraits of Nature”, the
characters of BREATH -RESPIRAR.
THE BREATHE - RESPIRAR CATALOGUE
In her website has marvelous testimonies from Maisa Rojas Corradi, Climatologist and Moyra Gardeweg, Volcanologist. Also in it is Patricio Aguilar, who recounts the relationship of the use of color, Teresa Aninat, who talks about
the sense of walking, Justo Pastor Mellado, who narrates
the importance of the journey, Hannah Pierce, describes
the technological development of high gamut available
for artistic photography and Pedro Ibanez who narrates his
vision of discovering.
How does the body relate in your work regarding what faces
nature forward and its immensity?
It is a relationship that has the highest respect with spirituality and it is and it has been a constant learning experience to have the certainty of the proportion that you have
as a human being compared to the magnitud of a mountain or your fragility if you have to face the strength of a
sand storm. Always, is you are climbing or in the ocean,

one has to focus on one’s return, and this is the other part
of the teachings that also remain engraved in the body.
The body as a form of transportation of your being is a
marvelous tool, if you are capable of feeling and thank the
fact that it always takes you to a different place.
From the standpoint of what is essential, your body is always taking you to where your feelings want to go and
your eyes want to see.
How would you describe the creative process behind this
great exhibition?
The initial motivation is something that is totally existential
and along the line of interior search. As a creative process,
I had two years of search for each series (Glaciers, Oceans,
Deserts), in a kind of very defined mission, whose images I
would find along the travels.
I needed to make a good combination between art and the
management of the project, due to its great complexity of
reaching very remote places on one hand and that had to
do with the logistics of allowing me to reach those unique
sites and photograph them in all of its abstract splendor.
Your work has been shown in international circles. How do
you see the perception?
The response has always been magnificent in regard to the
positive impact that it has had in viewers that get to know
my work: I have received with great respect and positivism
a recognition for showing these portraits of Nature. It also
becomes very interesting to meet many spectators making
similar reflections, in spite of coming from such different
cultures. From everywhere, there is a strong connection in
human beings with Nature, and the problematic of caring
for it.
The growing interest in my work makes me look back,
when it all started with the idea of going around the world,
especially Chile, in order to find the unexpected and the
beautiful place that I could leave a registry for, as a faithful
reflection of a time.
It is very touching when people feel identified with each
story and starts taking each story in such a personal way,
that the work becomes even more universal.
www.deniseliraratinoff.com
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CRÍTICA DE ARTE Galerías Patricia Ready y NAC:

Tres autoras en pleno estío

Without a doubt, the land art, born at the end of the last
sixty years, coincides with the present ecological fervors. In
this manner, the register of the deterioration of our various
natural habitats, manifests itself through art. Among other
Escena de “No estoy loca”, de Nicolás López
of its aspects, we have the travels where artists document
“No estoy loca”, de Nicolás López
the state of nature still uncontaminated. Let us remember
one example connected to our country - Museum of Fine
Arts 2017 - the walk of British Hamish Fulton along the
un retroceso frente a “Sin filAltiplano, his details
research, Even though it
tro”, no porqueand
sea menosrealistic
“diA veces uno imagina que el vertida”, sino porque no arriesde esa cinta
chileno
Nicolásto
López
(1983) ga a dejar el éxito
is
tied
completely
aesthetic
concepts,
there
podría llegar a convertirse en atrás e ir por algo totalmente
SOBRAS PRODUCCIONES
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in duda, el land art, nacido a finales de los pasados años 60, coincide
con los fervores ecologistas actuales. Así, el registro
del deterioro de nuestros diversos hábitats naturales llega a
manifestarse a través del arte.
Entre otras vertientes suyas, tenemos las travesías de artistas
que documentan el estado de la
naturaleza aún incontaminada.
Recordemos un solo ejemplo
vinculado a nuestro país
—Museo de Bellas Artes
2017—: la caminata del británico Hamisch Fulton a lo largo
del altiplano y su documentación minuciosa y realista. Aunque sujeta a conceptos estéticos
por entero diferentes, bastante
de eso hay en la propuesta de
Denise Lira-Ratinoff, en Galería Patricia Ready. De ese modo, la fotógrafa aborda diversos
medios naturales extremos: desierto, cumbres volcánicas,
aguas oceánicas, glaciales. Pero
los vive y enfrenta como intermediarios en la búsqueda de
nuevas imágenes decididamente marcadas por la abstracción. Logra sobre todo, en sus
mejores momentos, visiones
novedosas, capaces de hacerse
valer por sí mismas y lejos de
asociaciones con lo cotidiano.
Entre las 19 amplias fotografías que privilegian el color dominante del lugar, destaquemos algunas. En primer término, las dos hermosas vistas con
el quiebre momentáneo de arenales inmensos. Así, dentro de
sus respectivas semejanzas con
dibujos o pinturas, Desert 166
convierte en pura geometría su
sucesión de rectas paralelas,
mientras el fugaz desmoronamiento comunica a Desert 222
cierta fisonomía de táctil manchado informalista. Asimismo,
se imponen las condensaciones
de hielos, cuyos tan acerados
volúmenes en grises y blancos
azulosos aparentan escamas de
un ser ignoto: los tres Ice 04, 11 y
23. Pero también el agua —bonito Water 902— consigue
transfigurarse en ambarina coraza, donde la iluminación dinamiza sus rojos violáceos. Ya
dentro de lo reconocible a primera vista, atrae la gran boca
del volcán con sus leves y vivaces fumarolas.
En la misma sala principal,
16 filmaciones en pequeñas di-

Denise Lira-Ratinoff, en Galería Patricia Ready. La fotógrafa aborda diversos medios naturales extremos: desierto, cumbres volcánicas, aguas oceánicas, glaciales.
mensiones testimonian los re- siempre deseable, asimilemos
corridos territoriales de la au- acaso sus formas a arcanos sigtora, cuya figura diminuta o su nos alfabéticos. Independiente,
sombra avanzan en medio de la Antología dispone las placas y
majestad del panorama. Com- el metal, adoptando una bella
pleta la exposición una secuen- disposición circular que remata
cia fotográfica en siete etapas en un vacío. El segundo de am—Breaking ice—, que capta, bos materiales crea, entretanto,
desde una peligrosa cercanía, una especie de rebarba que subel instante mismo del despren- raya bien la movilidad serena y
dimiento espontáneo de los el sabor astral de este trabajo.
Similar amalgahielos de un glama otorga sabor
ciar. Tampoco falta RESPIRAR-BREATHE
arquitectónico a
ahí el vuelo de las Documentación
gaviotas, acostum- fotográfica del recorrido tres construcciones que definen
bradas a un fenó- de Denise Lira-Ratinoff
meno que les facili- por comarcas impolutas. asomos a muros
que se cierran enta la pesca siempre FRAGMENTOS
cima del acero de
imprescindible.
REVELADOS
un cimiento o soPor su parte, la La escultora Elvira
bre una mancha
Sala Gráfica de Pa- Valenzuela y su
incierta. A la intricia Ready mues- unificación de
versa, el mármol
tra las recientes es- materiales que
puede convertirse
culturas en formato estimulan el tacto.
acá en soporte remediano, de Elvira Lugar: Galería Patricia
gulador de un meValenzuela. Unifi- Ready
tálico paisaje corcando dos materia- Fecha: hasta el 19 de
dillerano. Al misles distintos, provo- enero
mo tiempo, aquecan la necesidad de
llas murallas
tocarlas. Buen co- ESTRUCTURAL
mienzo para el es- Dibujos espléndidos que ahora derruidas
resultan contenipectador. Halla- desentrañan la belleza
das dentro del tenmos, pues, grupos de funcionales
so espacio interior
q u e a m a l g a m a n estructuras de
de acerados armaacero inoxidable y construcción.
zones geométrimármol blanco ve- Lugar: Galería NAC
cos. Pero la mayor
teado. Uno —Des- Fecha: hasta fines de
novedad nos la
fragmentación I, II febrero
proporciona el
y III— superpone
planchas marmóreas semejan- empleo de piedras volcánicas.
tes, a las que aprietan, férreas, Emergen estas circundadas en
metálicas plaquitas y tornillos. buena parte de su porción suMás allá de reconocer que en es- perior por acompasadas bantas superposiciones lo más cer- das de acero. Una atmósfera en
cano a la perfección resulta alguna medida surrealista ema-

na de cada una de ellas y nos
obliga a evocar, con renovada
contemporaneidad, una inolvidable imagen pictórica de Magritte, El castillo en Los Pirineos. Por último, restos metálicos
planos construyen un mural de
apariencia casi vegetal.
En un concurso más bien reciente, ya a la primera mirada
nos conquistó Isidora Villarino.
La firmeza de su composición,
la justa densidad de un claroscuro que no necesita del color se
ven ahora —Galería NAC—
confirmados con mayor elocuencia. Es por un conjunto de
ocho dibujos y un políptico, ejecutados con pigmento y grafito
sobre poliéster, cuya apariencia
además sugiere esfumados de
pintura y precisión fotográfica.
Sin embargo, lo más notable resulta la capacidad de la artista
para descubrir, transfigurar y
transmitirnos la belleza que
pueden encerrar los funcionales, los crudos armazones de
fierro, destinados al hormigón
armado de edificios en construcción. Aquí, la destreza lineal se conjuga con las oscilaciones de los grises. Ellos corren
desde la oscuridad férrea hasta
claridades casi transparentes.
Al mismo tiempo, ¡cómo logra
Villarino encuadrar sus imágenes, haciéndolas dialogar con
los espacios vacíos en blanco!
Da marco adecuado a la exposición un entrelazado auténtico
de las propias varillas metálicas, junto al complemento del
bonito catálogo manufacturado
por la autora.
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RESPIRAR - BREATHE

Photographic documentation
of Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s journey through unpolluted areas.
Waldemar Sommer
Denise Lira-Ratinoff, at Patricia Ready Gallery. The
photographer approaches different medias for natural
extremes: desert, volcanic mountains, oceans, glaciers.

un director de verdad intere- nuevo, que no necesariamente
sante. Pero ya ha filmado diez pertenezca a la comedia.
Otras observaciones:
largometrajes. ¿Cuánto más haLópez tiene gran talento para
brá que esperar?
“No estoy loca”, recién estre- sacar actuaciones verosímiles
nada, es una suerte de continui- de sus actores. Es cierto que hadad y retroceso respecto de “Sin ce lo mejor que puede con Ferfiltro” (2016). Es una continui- nanda Urrejola, pero obtiene
dad porque vuelve a usar a Paz mucho del resto de su elenco, en
Bascuñán como protagonista, especial de la debutante Josefirepite a buena parte del resto na Cisternas y, por cierto, de
del elenco y, por sobre todo, Paz Bascuñán, que se echa la pecontinúa explorando las fragili- lícula al hombro con convicción
dades del universo femenino. Si y gracia, lo que es especialmenentonces eran las dificultades te sorprendente cuando algudel mundo laboral, ahora explo- nas líneas de la cinta dejan basra las tensiones de la materni- tante que desear, lugares comudad. La cinta pone en escena a nes muy gruesos que maman
Carolina (Bascuñán) el día que directamente de la autoayuda
cumple 38 años y recibe gene- más pedestre.
De la puesta en escena y el
rosos regalos de su marido
montaje, no se puede
(Marcial Tagle). Sin
decir lo mismo que de
embargo, a la tarde si“NO ESTOY
la actuación. López inguiente se entera de
LOCA”
siste en un uso reiteraque definitivamente
Dirigida por
do, incansable, agotano puede tener hijos
Nicolás López
dor del primer plano,
y de que su marido,
Con Paz
que parece estar ahí
en cambio, va a tener
Bascuñán,
uno con su mejor
Antonia Zegers, más para ahorrarse escenografía que para enamiga (Fernanda
Ignacia
tregar el énfasis con
Urrejola). AtormenAllamand,
que fue inventado.
tada por el alcohol y
Marcial Tagle.
Tampoco se puede
la pena, Carolina inChile, 2018.
descartar que López
tenta suicidarse, pero
116 minutos
esté pensando en los
despierta en una pastráileres que se verán a través del
toril clínica siquiátrica.
Como se puede intuir, aquí teléfono y que, por el tamaño de
no hay tanto material de come- la pantalla, exigen primeros pladia. La premisa no es necesaria- nos. Sea la causa que fuere, tanto
mente cómica y el paisaje al in- se insiste en el uso de primeros
terior de la clínica, tampoco. Por planos que, cuando quiere dar
mucho que la estética de pro- emoción a una situación, López
moción de la cinta remita a la retrocede la cámara, abre el encomedia —y en particular a cuadre y permite que el actor
“Sin filtro”—, y por mucho que pueda recurrir a su cuerpo y él,
los colores sean vivos, la ilumi- como director, pueda recurrir al
nación sea fuerte y pareja, la cin- entorno. El efecto es, a lo menos,
ta no puede escapar a la intros- anómalo. Cuando quiere genepección y al viaje interior algo rar un efecto emocional, López
tortuoso, lúgubre incluso, que deja la televisión (o la web) y reella misma propone. La pelícu- curre al cine. Ello revela que enla, en ese sentido, no termina de tiende de cine más de lo que apaasumirse. Quisiera ponerse cer- renta y que el efecto emocional
ca de los dramas femeninos de está entre sus preocupaciones.
Almodóvar sin atreverse del to- Quizá es hora de que tome en sedo. “No estoy loca” es entonces rio ambos recursos.

is a lot of this in Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s work shown at the
Patricia Ready Gallery.
In this way, the photographer approaches different
extreme natural environments; desert, volcanos, oceans
and glaciers. But she lives them and faces them as
intermediaries in her search for new images definitely
marked by her abstraction. She achieves above all, in her
best moments, new visions, capable of being strong on
their own and far from a relationship with every day life.
Among the 19 large photographs that have the privileged
colors that dominate the space, let us highlight some. In
the first place, the two beautiful views with the temporary
breakdown of huge sandy grounds. This way, within their
respective similarities with drawings or paintings, Desert
166 converts its succession of parallel lines into pure
geometry, while the fleeting crumbling in Desert 222
conveys a certain appearance of stained tactile informality.
In the same manner, the condensations of ice are imposing,
with their strong volumes of grey and bluish whites that
look like scales of an unknown being: the three Ice 04, 11
and 23. But the water as well Water 902 is able to become
an amber armor,where the lighting enhances its purplish
reds. Once inside the recognizable at first sight, the great
top of the volcano attracts you along with its slight and
vivacious fumaroles.
In the same main room, 16 small films in small dimensions
are the testimony of the territorial journeys of the author,
whose tiny figure or her shadow advance in the middle of
the majesty of the panorama. The exhibit is completed by a
photographic sequence in Seven stages -Breaking Ice - that
captures from a dangerous closeness, the instant itself of
the spontaneous displacement of the ice in the glacier. The
flight of the seagulls is not absent, used to a phenomenon
that always allows the indispensable fishing.
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Chile, United States and Germany
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www.galeriapready.cl
Denise Lira-Ratinoff represented by Galeria Patricia Ready.
Contact: (+56 2) 29536210 / galeria@galeriapready.cl / Espoz 3125 Vitacura, Santiago RM-7630192, Chile.
www.grieger.com
Thinking, working, and creating dreams together. Friends is the best companions to work with. Based in
Germany with worldwide productions.
www.chiloecine.com
“Creative intelligence, artistic sensitivity, monumental constructions, to generate great balances and triggering
spectacular success that marks a profound seal in each contribution that we are a part of, at the time of building
images that recreate reality.” by Patricio Aguilar
www.riolab.com
“We design memorable experiences in the social, cultural and corporative areas, where the main instrument
which is technology, becomes invisible.” by Riolab.
www.forever-chile.com
“An international company where we strive for the highest level of quality for each project.” Impressive
development that realized the magnitude of a long-term project of a decade; the BREATHE-RESPIRAR Trilogy.
www.deniseliraratinoff.com
“My work is presented as an encounter between photography, video, organic materials and direct contact with
the space, a constant awakening of the senses.” www.deniseliraratinoff.com/now
www.moma.com
Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s book 16:03:27 is now available as part of the collection at the library of the Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
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Hughston, Chief of Library and Museum Archives.
www.icp.com
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www.centrepompidou.fr
Denise Lira–Ratinoff´s book 16:03:27 is now available as part of the collection at the library of the Musée
National d’Art Moderne, Bibliothèque Kandinsky, Centre Pompidou, Paris.
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documentaire
www.guggenheim.org
Denise Lira-Ratinoff’s book 16:03:27 is now available as part of the collection at the Guggenheim Museum
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www.mavi.cl
Denise Lira–Ratinoff´s is part of the collection at the Museo de Artes Visuales with her series of Printmaking
www.mnba.cl
Denise Lira–Ratinoff´s is part of the collection and her book 16:03:27 is available as part of the collection at
the library of the National Museum of Fine Arts.
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